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Fletcher, Stumbo working to settle case
ered a possible
Democratic
candidate,
could run without breaking
promise
his
that he wouldn't challenge
in writing at this time," Stumbo Fletcher in a
said in an interview at the gubernatorial
Kentucky State Fair Ham race while the
Fletcher
Breakfast in Louisville. "It's case is pending.
like a lot of things, if you don't
Stumbo said that "it's highly,
get there this week, you may get highly unlikely that the goverthere next week. We may get nor will ever stand trial. He has
there today, I don't really the option of pardon, which in
know," Stumbo said.
my opinion is something he
For both Fletcher and could use before he left office."
Stumbo, resolving the case Stumbo said the special judge in
would be politically expedient. the case, David E. Melcher, has
By settling the matter, Fletcher encouraged settlement talks.
can seek re-election without the
Stumbo said that even if
shadow of criminal charges Melcher's ruling were to stand,
looming over him. Meanwhile, Fletcher wouldn't stand trial
Stumbo, who has been consid- until after he left office. "And

AG says it's 'highly
unlikely' Fletcher will
stand trial for charges
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Attorney General
Greg Stumbo said this morning
that its "highly unlikely" that
indicted Gov. Ernie Fletcher
will ever stand trial over misdemeanor charges that have
plagued his administration for
months.
Stumbo said that he's been
involved in negotiations with
Fletcher's attorney for the last
two days.
"The negotiations were productive, we don't have anything

it's highly unlikely that anything
other than a small fine would
incur at that point," Stumbo
said. Once Fletcher is out of
office "there's probably not
going to be anyone who wants
to prosecute him at that point."
Fletcher arrived after Stumbo
to attend the breakfast and was
quickly surrounded by reporters.
"I would like to comment if I
could, but it just wouldn't be
appropriate at this time,"
Fletcher said. "It would be good
to end the distraction."
The governor has been under
investigation by the state attorney general's office since May
2005, and a special grand jury
began its probe that June. The
panel has returned 29 indictments in the case since then, but
Fletcher issued pardons to any-

•See Page 2A

AP

Attorney General Greg Stumbo answers questions at the
Kentucky State Fair this morning in Louisville, Ky. Stumbo
said his office was working on an agreement with Gov. Ernie
Fletcher over charges against him in the state's political hiring probe.

Pella's
Murray
division
has new
president

MCCH
CEO earns
contract
extension
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After seven months on the
job, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital CEO Keith Bailey has
impressed the board that hired
him enough to get a contract
extension
while leading
the
hospital
a
through
major expansion Project.
The MCCH
of
Board
Trustees unanimously
approved
Bailey
extending
Bailey's contract through 2009.
When he was hired in January,
he was given a two-year contract.
The board also authorized
Chairman Jack Rose and Vice
Chair Dave Garrison to negotiate a compensation package for
the coming fiscal year, which
starts Oct. 1.
"The board feels very very
good about Mr. Bailey and the
work he's done since he got to
Murray," Rose said after the
board convened in executive
session.
Garrison told the board at its
April meeting that the personnel
committee, which he chairs,
gave Bailey a positive 90-day
evaluation. At that time the
unanimously
committee
approved his leadership and the
direction in which he's taking
the hospital.
Earlier in Wednesday's
meeting, Bailey and Joe Jones
from Lexington-based JRA
Architects, which had been
involved in the Spring Creek
Health Care and women's
health center renovations plans,
presented a new expansion
design to the MCCH board during its meeting Wednesday

•See Page 2A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Already familiar with the
local operations, Jim Meyer
began his new responsibilities
this week as president and chief
operating officer of Pella's
advanced materials division in
Murray.
John
replaces
Meyer
Mitchell, who left the company.
The moves were official last
week, according to Pella
spokeswoman Kathy Krafka
Harkema, who is based at the
company's headquarters in
Pella, Iowa.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Meyer comes to Murray
a
in
Incredibles
The
Pixar's
Presents
"Disney
the
for
Work crews spent Wednesday afternoon setting up the ice skating rink
Gettysburg, Pa.. where he
from
rink
65-feet
by
140-feet
The
campus.
MSU
the
on
Center
Events
Special
Regional
the
Magic Kingdom Adventure" show at
for the comparesponsible
was
contains 8,370 gallons of water, according to Krzysztof Szymaszek, lead ice technician.
ny's nationwide vinyl manufacturing. In that capacity, the
operations with which he dealt
included Murray.
Harkema said Meyer has
been with Pella for a "considerable time," but she did not have
any exact time frame.
"He's familiar with Murray
The rink is made up of dozens on inter- favorite Disney theme park memories, as
Staff Report
the area because we have a
and
Haunted
The
of
The Regional Special Events Center is locking aluminum panels, each weighing they brave the spooky thrills
operation there," she said.
vinyl
perhaps best known for its hardwood as the approximately 350 pounds.,Once the frame Mansion, ride the wild and wonderful "He's been with the company
water
Jungle Cruise in Adventureland and even
home to Murray State University's basket- is in place, it is slowly filled with
for many years and he's excited
ball teams and the First Region Basketball while huge tubes pump a freezing coolant in meet Mickey, Minnie and their pals along about relocating to Murray."
will
ice
the
to form the ice. When finished,
Tournament.
the way.
he's already
Although
to 2-inches thick.
This weekend, though, the RSEC's floor be 1112But when the scheming Syndrome shows
duties. Meyer
new
his
takes
begun
rink
the
filling
of
process
The
will go through a bit of a cold spell.
up to spoil everyone's fun, the Parrs must and his wife will relocate perapproximately 30 to 36 hours, according to
Disney on Ice's "Disney Presents Pixar's
suit up as the Incredibles and stop him. This manently to Murray in the
The Incredibles in a Magic Kingdom Szymaszek.
time, however. Syndrome is better prepared. coming weeks.
memHe said there are around 18 crews
Adventure," featuring Pixar's super family
and the Incredibles will need some help
25
another
and
setup
the
on
working
bers
"Jim is a real go-getter, so
and other Disney favorites like Mickey
the audience as children can use their
from
and
setup
the
he's anxious to work with the
Mouse, opens at 7 tonight. Other show times workers would complete
complimentary, light-up Incredi-Bands to
are scheduled for Friday at 7 p.m.: Saturday departure duties.
Murray team and is looking
"It takes three containers (semis) of help the Incredibles save the day.
at 11 a.m., 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.:, and Sunday at
forward to becoming involved
equipment to make the ice and 14 containers
Szymaszek, along with his brother, in the community," Harkema
1 p.m.
explained.
he
show,"
the
for
equipment
of
Regional
the
at
available
Dariusz Szymaszek, have been busy over- said.
Tickets are still
In the show, The Parr family — Bob. seeing the local process of preparing the ice
Special Events Center box office or
In Murray, Pella employs
Helen, Violet, Dash and Jack-Jack — tries for the show.
Ticketmaster, it was reported.
than 900 people and wg
more
the
at
vacation
family
Crews have been working around the to take a normal
"We've been traveling a lot and seeing recognized as Industry of the
their
mask
and
Kingdom
Magic
Disney
the
clock since Monday afternoon to prepare
most much of the country with our work." Year at Murray-Calloway'
massive ice skating rink for this weekend's superpowers while enjoying Disney's
Economic
— all Dariusz Szymaszek said. "We came from County
show. The 140-feet by 65-feet rink contains popular theme park attractions
Florida to Murray, and then we'll be off to Development Corp.'s annual
time.
first
the
for
ice
on
life
to
brought
8,370 gallons of water, according to
dinner.
Audiences can virtually relive their another location."
Krzysztof Szymaszek, lead ice technician.

`Incredibles' ice show takes
incredible amount of work
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Compressor SheriffPoliceLogs
problem
shuts down
BP line again
Alaska
ANCHORAGE,
(AP) — Production at the
Prudhoe Bay oil field was
reduced by another 90,000 barrels on Wednesday when a
problem was discovered in a
compressor, according to a
spokesman for BP PLC, operator of the country's largest oil
field.
The mechanical problem cut
oil production from an already
reduced 200,000 barrels to
110,000 barrels, said BP Alaska
spokesman Daren Beaudo. It
likely would take several days
to complete repairs.
The compressor that failed
handles natural gas that is produced with the oil and water
during the processing of crude.
Only the western side of the
field is producing oil following
the shutdown of the eastern half
earlier this month.
In a separate event, work to
remove insulation from a transit
line on the western side of the
field was temporarily halted.
BP wants time to evaluate the
potential for workers to be
exposed to materials that contain between 5 percent and 10
percent asbestos.

Town Crier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 tonight at
city hall. The agenda includes
a public hearing and the first
reading of the proposed tax
rate, information from Tony
from .Murray
Thompson
Electric System and five
appointments to the Murray
Architectural Review Board.
The public works committee
will meet at 5:15 to review
bids for an automated
garbage truck. An ad-hoc
committee will meet at 5:30
p.m. to discuss names to fill
the council vacancy.
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will call
a special meeting tonight at 7
to open contractor bids for
the Coles Campground Road
Waterline Extension Project.
The meeting will be held at
the Water Office located at
351 Almo Road in Almo.
Day
Hazel
• The
Committee is scheduled to
meet at 9 a.m. on Tuesday at
Hazel City Hall to discuss
plans for the 17th Annual
Hazel Celebration set for Oct.
6-7.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A mailbox was reported stolen at 7:25 a.m. Tuesday at a
Pleasant Hill Drive residence. An incident report was taken.
•An injury crash was reported at 9:36 p.m. Tuesday near Ky. 893
The vehicle flipped.
Murray State University Police Department
• Jon C. Slaughter, of Mayfield, was arrested for disorderly conduct at 3:44 p.m. Tuesday after he refused to leave the parking
office at Public Safety.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger a Times

Radiologist Dr. Bill Wilson, left, tells Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustee memdigital
bers about the new digital mammography machine available to women patients. The
plate turns images into higher-resolution electronic files. Pictured are board members Sandra
Parks and Sharon Furches, from left in background, and Dave Garrison, Steve Owens and
Mayor Tom Rushing. This tool will benefit the women in Murray for years, and I think save
lives," Wilson said.

•Contract..
of this in the next few months,"
Bailey said. "This is a long-term
afternoon.
strategy. This isn't going to
The original design drew
solve the short-term needs. This
some criticism as it was disis three, five, seven years down
cussed recently, so the architects
the road. Then the urgency in
planned a more compact buildthe future won't be what it is
ing that moves the front
today."
entrance to the south side of the
—Followed up on the physicomplex.
cian recruitment presentation
The orientation of the new
Bailey made last month by
plan is more to the southwest
approving a list of priorities.
than the original plan that faced
The areas most in need of addiNinth Street and closer to the
tional physicians are adult priMedical Arts Building and the
mary care, orthopedic surgery,
existing hospital. It's about the
cardiology, neurology and psysame number of square feet but
chiatry.
doesn't consume as much space,
—Heard from Vice President
according to the designs preof Corporate Finance Brad
sented to the board.
Bloemer about the budget
Jones said the older version
process for the coming fiscal
wasn't filling needs for outyear, which starts Oct. I. He
patient services. The new design
said he would present a formal
allows for connectors with both
budget to the board next month
the Medical Arts Building and
for its approval.
existing hospital.
Bloemer outlined the expect"The lust two floors were
ed income from operations.
going to be oriented toward outWhile he expects the income to
patients. How were we going to
total $5.7 million at the end of
bring them and how we were
September, he's estimating the
going to connect them to the
coming year to end with $1.7
Medical Arts Building. where
million less in income.
most of these patients come
The lesser income figure was
from?" Jones told the board. "...
The question with the old
estimated because some expenscheme was how were they
ditures were increased. Bloemer
going to get there? They'd have
said the advertising budget will
to go outside and weave around
be increased from $250,000 to
the outside of the building. The
mostly for more tele$600,000,
people we talked with weren't
advertisements; an addivision
satisfied with that."
tional $549,000 will be allocatBailey broke down the
for salaries because certain
ed
171,305-square foot floor plan.
care departments that are
patient
which totals $39.85 million. The
understaffed will be improved;
58,555-square. foot first floor
directors bonus will
department
will cost $14.6 million. About
from $70,000 to
increased
be
$11.5 million is estimated for
though salary
even
$200,000
the
on
feet
square
the 46,200
less; $140,000
be
will
increase
second. Both the third and
the new infor
added
be
will
fourth floors will have 22,350,
unit; and
rehabilitation
patient
mil$5.5
costing
level
each
with
of
months
nine
for
interest
bond
lion. The fifth level will be
$500,000.
about
be
will
year
the
22,350 square feet of shell space
Bloemer said the budget
for future expansion. costing
assumes no increase or decrease
$2.75 million.
in patient volume because no
Those estimated are based on
physicians are slated to join the
current market prices of $250
medical staff.
per square foot, except the shell
"This is a very conservative
space which costs about half
rendition, but we hope to be
ahead of that next year when we
are sitting here talking about
this," Rose said.
Already included in the
budget are three capital projects
Saturday, August 26 • 2-3:30 p.m.
the board has approved: the
$650,000 in-patient rehab unit;
$3 million women's health center; and $1 million to pay off the
CT scanner.
Assuming the budget is
achieved, it will be up to the
board to decide how to use the
$4 million expected to be generated. Some could go into capital
expenses and some could be
saved as available cash.
"Over the next month, we'll
Woodgate Estates
identify what the needs are and
Room to grow with 4 BRs,3 full baths, and bonus room. Span ou, we'll come back with a recomkitchen and separate dining room. New carpet and Brazilian
mendation," Bailey said of some
cherry hardwood flooring. $199,900. MLS $33124
budget items.
that much. Although slightly
more than the $39.3 million figure Bailey presented last month,
the construction costs and other
associated fees — which don't
include equipment costs — are
still below the $40 million goal.
Mayor Tom Rushing emphasized that the Murray City
Council and Calloway County
Fiscal Court approved in June
borrowing $30 million for the
expansion project. The. almost
$10 million more needed for the
plan will come from the hospital's cash reserves. s
Rose told the other board
members he is confident of
MCCH's financial situation,
with about $39 million in available cash.
"When we go to the bond
market, this is going to be a
project many people want to
lend us money for," Bailey said.
In other business, the board:
—Approved supporting a
medical school student as part of
long-term physician recruiting
efforts. A woman who is a
Marshall County native is interested in coming back to the area
to practice once she is finished
with her residency in Lexington.
"We've talked about the need
to recruit physicians immediately," Rose said. "This isn't taking
the place of that, but for the
good of the community 10, 15
years down the road, we have to
think about the future."
The contract, which is still
being negotiated, will loan her a
monthly stipend and reimbursement for her medical loans.
Bailey said as long as she stays
with MCCH for a certain number of agreed upon years, the
loan will be forgiven. Should
she break her terms of the contract, she'll have to repay the
hospital.
This support is similar to the
income guarantee contracts in
which MCCH enters with new
physicians.
"We would probably do more

From Front

AP
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, left, shakes hands with Gov. Ernie
Fletcher at the Kentucky Farm Bureau Ham Beakfast at the
Kentucky State Fair today. Earlier Attorney General Greg
Stumbo said his office was working on an agreement with
Fletcher's office over charges against him in the political hiring probe.

Stumbo
Trey Grayson, a possible challenger to Fletcher in next year's
Republican primary, declined
comment about the possibility
of a settlement.

From Front
one charged in the probe.
Fletcher was indicted in May
on misdemeanor charges of
criminal conspiracy, official
misconduct and political discrimination. He has pleaded not
guilty to the charges.
Kentucky Secretary of State

Associated Press Writer
Roger Alford contributed to this
report.

Men's Impact Conference
set for Friday night
Special to the Ledger
The Men of Murray are having a Men's Impact Conference
Friday from 6-10 p.m. at the Central Park baseball field off
Arcadia Drive.
Admission is $10, which covers dinner and a T-shirt
Participants are asked to bring lawn chairs. Also, those who
bring a guest will receive free admission for that person.
The purpose of the conference, according to a release, is to
impact men, their churches, familes and lives for Jesus Christ
Speakers scheduled include Northsicle Baptist Church Pastor
Brett Miles; Bob Warren of The Hill BASIC Training Ministry
in Hardin. Ky.; and H.L. Hussman, assocoate campus minister
with Chi Alpha.
To register or for additional information, call 753-8240.
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KeeteckvInBrief
Northup says planning for new VA
hospital on a 'fast track'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Anne Northup said
Wednesday that planning for a new veterans' hospital has been put
on "a very fast track," and that a replacement for the hospital that
opened during the Korean War could open in about five years.
Veterans Affairs officials will focus on choosing a location and
an architectural and engineering firm in the next four months for a
new hospital that would serve veterans in the region. Northup told
a group that included a handful of veterans.
The proposed hospital would replace the current VA hospital
east of downtown that opened in the 1950s. VA Secretary Jim
Nicholson announced plans in June to add Louisville to the handful
of cities nationally where new VA hospitals are planned.
Northup said Wednesday she is pressing to have money for the
land acquisition included in the proposed budget that President
Bush presents to Congress early next year. Local VA officials submitted preliminary information to federal budget officials, she said.
"It is on a very fast track," Northup said.
Northup said a downtown location is "the only one that makes
sense" because of the proximity to other medical centers. That
would make it convenient for veterans to be treated by medical specialists who practice at downtown hospitals, she said.

Three children die as van crashes,
bursts into flames
killed and

NICHOLASV ELLE, Ky.(AP)— Three children were
three more passengers injured when a minivan went off the road
and crashed south of Lexington, police said.
The 2002 Kia Sedona ran off Watts Mill Road near Nicholasville
at 8 p.m. EDT Tuesday, struck a tree and burst into flames, according to the Jessamine County Sheriff's Department. Emily Ann
Preston, 10, of Nicholasville died just over an hour later at the
University of Kentucky Medical Center, the Fayette County coroner's office said.
Eleven-year-old Caleb Elildenbrandt and Nicholas Helton, 12,
died at the scene, according to Jessamine County Coroner Bobbye
Ballard. Helton's mother, Melissa Helton, and sister, Madison
Helton, were also in the van, Ballard said. They were taken to UK
Hospital to be treated for their injuries, she said. They were both in
fair condition on Wednesday.
A sixth person in the vehicle, Lori Latham, 40, was in critical
condition, said UK hospital spokesman Matt Cantor.
Counselors were made available for classmates and other students at the children's schools on Wednesday. Emily was a fourthgrader at Nicholasville Elementary School, and Caleb was a fifthgrader at the school. Nicholas in the seventh grade at West
JesSamine Middle School.
Jessamine County schools Superintendent Lu Young said the
deaths were "almost incomprehensible." Most students learned
about the deaths after arriving at school, and several children were
so upset they went home. Young said.

AP

RETURNING HOME: Members of the 101st Airborne Division march off a plane at Fort Campbell, Ky.,Wednesday. About
300 soldiers returned from Iraq to the post on the Wednesday afternoon flight.

Legal moves in the works to get Ten
Commandments to state Capitol lawn

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorneys have two months to
submit a proposal for placing a
Ten Commandments monument
on the Capitol lawn.
U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood wants to see the proposal
before he decides whether such
a monument should be allowed
on government property. And
state Justice Cabinet attorney
Tom Self said those plans will
be submitted to Hood by the
Oct. 2 deadline.
legislature
state
The
approved a measure earlier this
year that called for a Ten
Commandments monumeaL le•
be placed on the Capitol
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — A southern Kentucky woman was grounds and for the biblical
directives to be posted in
charged with manslaugliterWednesday following the drowning
schools and government builddeath of her 8-year-old son.
across the state but only as
Wynema Worley, 27, of Bronston, was arrested on a charge of ings
part of larger historical displays.
second-degree manslaughter in the death of her son, Dylan Rambo.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, flanked
The boy drowned after the car Worley was driving plunged into the
state legislators, signed the
by
water last Saturday near the Cumberland Point Boat Ramp in
measure into law in a. Capitol
Wayne County.
ceremony in April. He said at
Police said the boy's 6-year-old sister, Misty Rambo, unbuckled
the time that the Capitol display
her seat belt and swam to fishermen who saw the car go into the
would be constitutional because
water. The fishermen also saved Worley, but the car sank before
it would be part of a historical
they could reach Dylan.
exhibit.
Workers retrieved his body about 20 minutes later.
The American Civil Liberties
Union, however, immediately
Police issued the warrant after consulting with Wayne County
voiced opposition to the plan.
Commonwealth's Attorney Larry Rogers and receiving toxicology
Self said he couldn't comreports. Police would not release the results of Worley's toxicology
ment on a pending legal case,
test.
other than to say that the state is
Worley was lodged in the Wayne County Detention Center on
working on a written proposal
Wednesday.
that will be presented to Hood in
time to meet the deadline.
Kentucky has been at the
center of legal fights in recent
years on the posting of the commandments in public buildings.
In one case, the U.S. Supreme
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Kentucky Court of Appeals Court ruled displays inside
candidate
Johnson,
County Judge Rick
Mayfield/Graves
Democratic Women's Club will for Justice of the Kentucky
host a meeting Monday which Supreme Court; Tom Barlow,
will feature Democratic candi- candidate for First District U.S.
dates from various state and Representative; Mayfield Mayor
Arthur Byrn; Graves County
local offices.
The meeting will be held at Commissioner Romey Holmes;
the Mayfield-Graves County Graves County Jailer Randy
Senior Center, 901 N. 15th St., Haley; and other officials.
State Rep. Fred Nesler, DMayfield, at 6:30 p.m. The pubwill emcee the event.
Mayfield,
potluck
a
and
lic is invivted
For additional information,
meal will be served.
All Democratic candidates please call Barbara Clark at
have been invited, including (270) 247-4932.

Mother charged with manslaughter
in drowning death of son

Democrat candidates invited
to Graves County meeting
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courthouses in McCreary and
Pulaski counties were unconstitutional. In another, the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals said a
similar display in the Mercer
County Courthouse is constitutional because it included other
historical documents.
In the measure approved in
April, lawmakers included a
provision directing the return of
a 6-foot-tall granite monument
Ten
the
bearing
Commandments. That monument now is on display outside a
Fraternal Order of Eagles lodge
in Hopkinsville in southwestern
Kentucky.
Jill Midkiff, a spokeswoman
for the Kentucky Finance
Cabinet, said she doesn't know
whether the original monument
will be brought back or whether
a new monument will be used.
The idea being tossed about, she
said, would involve the creation
of a garden on the Capitol
grounds that would contain varioui types of memorials and
monuments of significance to
Kentucky.
The Ten Commandments
monument had been donated to
the state in 1971 by the Fraternal
Order of Eagles. The American
Civil Liberties Union won a
court case that resulted in the
6th Circuit Court of Appeals
finding the monument an unconstitutional endorsement of religion. After that, it was moved
back to Hopkinsville.
David Friedman, a Louisville
the
representing
attorney
ACLU, said it appears the state
is attempting to display the commandments for religious purposes while claiming they're doin'g
it for historical reasons.

AP

A tablet of the Ten Commandments monument sits outside of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles lodge on Fort Campbell
Boulevard in Hopkinsville, Ky., in March 2006. In the measure
approved in Apnl 2006, Kentucky lawmakers included a provision directing the return of the 6-foot-tall granite monument.
"We have to show that that's have to show that their true pura sham," Friedman said. -We pose is religious."
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Iraq war is election
issue and Bush, GOP are
on the right side
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush on Monday
embraced the Iraq war as a
top issue in the November
elections and tried to make
it a weapon against Democrats rather than a liability for
Republicans.
"There's a fundamental
difference between many of
the Democrats and my party,
and that is, they want to
leave before the job is completed in Iraq," Bush contended at a news conference.
He said the highly unpopular war is "straining the
psyche of our country" but
leaving now would be a disaster.
Bush served notice he
would not change course or
flinch from debate about the
war as he campaigns for
Republicans in the fall congressional elections. In fact,
he suggested that national
security and the economy
should be top political
issues, and criticized the
Democrats' approach on both.
In response. Democrats
said it was time for a new
direction and Bush should
begin redeploying troops this
year.
"Our soldiers in Iraq
should transition to a more
limited mission focused on
counterterrorism, force protection of U.S. personnel and
training and logistical support
of Iraqi security forces,"
House Democratic Leader
Nancy Pelosi said.
Senate Democratic Leader
Harry Reid said, "Far from
spreading freedom and
democracy in the Middle
East, the Bush administration
has watched while extremists
grow stronger, Iran goes
nuclear. Iraq falls into civil
war and oil and gas prices
skyrocket. Simply staying the
course is unacceptable."
Insisting that the United
States cannot leave before
the mission is accomplished,
Bush said. "I can't tell you
exactly when it's going to
be done." But, he said. "if
we ever give up the desire
to help people who live in
freedom, we will have lost
our soul as a nation, as far
as I'm concerned."
Now in its fourth year.
the war has taken a toll —
more than 2,600 Americans
have died and many more
Iraqis have been killed. Last
month alone, about 3,500
Iraqis died violently, the
highest monthly civilian toll
so far. Bush's approval rating
has slumped to the lowest
point of his presidency, and
Republicans are concerned
that they could lose control
of Congress because of voters' unhappiness.
Bush said he was frustrated by the war at times.

"War is not a time of
joy," he said. *These are
challenging times, and
they're difficult times, and
they're straining the psyche
of our country. I understand
that. You know, nobody likes
to see innocent people die.
Nobody wants to turn on
their TV on a daily basis
and see havoc wrought by
terrorists."
But Bush said he agreed
with Gen. John Abizaid, the
top U.S. commander in the
Middle East, that if "we
leave before the mission is
done, the terrorists will follow us here." A failed Iraq
would provide a safe haven
for terrorists and extremists
and give them revenue from
oil sales, Bush said.
Bush said differences over
Iraq provide "an interesting
debate." "There's a lot of
people — good, decent people — saying 'withdraw
now.' They're absolutely
wrong. ... We're not leaving,
so long as I'm the president.
That would be a huge mistake."
"Leaving before the job is
done would be a disaster."
Bush said he would not
question the patriotism of
someone who disagreed with
him — although Vice President Dick Cheney said
recently the Democratic primary election victory of antiwar candidate Ned Lamont
over incumbent Sen. Joe
Lieberman. a defender of the
war, might encourage "the
al-Qaida types."
Bush opened his nearly
hour-long news conference
by calling for quick deployment of an international
force to help uphold the
fragile cease-fire in southern
Lebanon. "The need is
urgent," Bush said. He said
the United States was
increasing humanitarian and
reconstruction aid to more
than $230 million.
European countries expected to provide the bulk of
peacekeepers have delayed
committing troops. France
disappointed allies by merely
doubling its contingent of
200.
The president also said
the United States would seek
a new U.N. resolution on
disarming Heztsollah in
southern Lebanon but he
sounded doubtful about
achieving results soon on the
ground. "Hopefully, over
time. Hezbollah will disarm,"
the president said.
Bush also urged patience
about the rebuilding of New
Orleans and other gulf communities ravaged by Hurricane Katrina a year ago. The
federal government has corn mined $110 billion to help.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view
from another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or
thoughts of this
newspaper:

Postsecondary Education or Political Education?
Rarely will anyone argue against reform. At least
not in theory. And not for someone else.
Just ask the presidents of Kentucky's Council on
Postsecondary Education.
The council, created by the higher education act
passed as House Bill 1 in 1997, was designed to
take a rational view of how to spread resources and
programs among Kentucky's public universities for
the best educational — rather than political — result.
."Are we _going to have a system that's run on
political power? Or are we going to have a coordinated system that works together to achieve
statewide, long-range goals?" then-Gov. Paul Patton
asked that year.
Council member Walter Baker seems to think those
questions remain unanswered almost a decade later.
"At some point, the powers that be — the legislature and the governor's office — are going to have
to sort out what the council is supposed to be,
either by giving us the authority to do what they
want us to do and respecting our decisions, or
telling us if we are irrelevant," Baker said this week
after the council's second president, Tom Layzell,
said he's leaving.
Consider the 2006 track record:
— Gov. Ernie Fletcher ignored the CPE's funding
recommendations, cutting them almost in half while
doling out bricks-and-mortar projects to schools
around the state.
— The General Assembly approved a $10 million
appropriation for a pharmacy school at the University of the Cumberlands and $14.5 million for a com-

munity college in Springfield without consulting the
CPE.
Is it any surprise, then, that university presidents
grabbed for all the gusto they could get?
— The University of Kentucky pushed successfully
in Frankfort for a business dan rolled out so late
that it wasn't in the council's request.
— When the University of Louisville got $75 million for a new arena instead of research facilities it
requested, President Jim Ramsey stormed into the
governor's office and came out with what he wanted.
This is not criticism of UK and U of L.
If the CPE is irrelevant, if the governor and the
legislature want to play a little politics, or a lot,
with higher education, university presidents have no
choice but to fight as hard as they can for their own
institutions.
But that's not the way it was supposed to be.
And while spreading around goodwill projects
may temporarily bolster some political careers, it will
not give Kentucky students the higher-education system they deserve and need to compete in a tough
world.
Patton knew that. The General Assembly that
passed higher education reform in 1997 knew that.
Layzell knew that, and so did his fiery predecessor,
Gordon Davies.
Almost everyone knows that. But it won't happen
until Kentucky's leaders decide that real reform isn't
just a nice idea and that it's not just for other people.
— Leexington Herald-Leader

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
As a home owner and resident of
the area west of Murray State University. I am troubled by the current proposal to rezone (from R-2 to R-4) the
area west of 16th Street.
I attended the Planning Conuntssion
meeting held Aug. 15 to hear discussion and the city's rationale for such
an action. The information presented by
the city planner and others does not
justify any zoning change. I can not
accept the city planner's stated reason:
to rezone to "correct" a problem that
has been ongoing in this area.
All property owners should not be
penalized for the city's granting of conditional use permits to some owners so
that their property can be rented as a

LEDGER &TIMES

multi-family unit. To rezone to correct
this problem is not the solution, instead
adherence to current zoning laws should
be the answer.
This is evidenced by the property
owners themselves. When asked by the
city, a majority indicated that they did
not want to rezone. If the property
owners do not want the region to be
rezoned, who does?
Not the city's comprehensive future
land use plan completed in 2003, and
located at http://inurrayky.gov/planning
/pdf/MUR_FLUPE_A.pdf. In the plan,
the city's future residential land use is
displayed, and the area currently under
review for rezoning (Main Street to
College Farm Road) is coded "low-density residential" — mostly single-family

units.
The two regions that deter from
low-density residential are Wells
Extended and the area immediate to the
MSU campus (Fanner, Miller and Olive
streets). On Wells, the rating is "moderate-density residential" with the presence of two-, three-, and four-plex
units. On Fanner, Miller and Olive
streets, the rating is shown as "medium-density residential."
The rest of the region between 16th
and 17th streets and from Main Street
to College Farm is shown to remain as
low-density residential, so, again I ask,
why is the city interested in rezoning?
What is the purpose?
Stephanie Carpenter
Murray. Ky.
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Obituaries
Mrs. SyIva Lynn McNeely Haneline
Mrs. SyIva Lynn McNeely Haneline, 77, Farmington, died
Wednesday, Aug. 23, 2006, at 6:05 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care
Center.
A retired Kentucky State Police dispatcher, she and her late husband, Harry Franklin Haneline, to whom she was married for 52
years, were the first husband and wife dispatchers for the KSP. She
was also a past teacher's aide at Farmington High School and a
member of Farmington Church of Christ.
She was the daughter of the late E.B. McNeely and Florence
Cotham McNeely. Also preceding her in death were four sisters, two
brothers and two stepbrothers.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Darlene Workman,
Murray, and Mrs. Marla Smith, Farmington; one son, Frank
Haneline and wife, Tina. Paducah; eight grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; several nieces, nephews and cousins. The funeral
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Bym Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Pallbearers will be David Lamb, Artie Haneline, Larry Hemline,
Scott Wilferd, Randy Smith and Stan Colley, active; Don McNeely,
Gary Haneline, Rodney Newsome, Kenny Smith, Billy Gerald
Rogers, Jerry Mayes, Jimmy Wood, Sam Johnson Jr., and Robert
Helsel!, honorary. Burial will follow in the Farmington Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Biotech firm produces stem cells without
destroying embryos, but doesn't end debate

NEW YORK (AP)- Find a
way to make stem cells without
destroying an embryo and you
might resolve one of the nation's
fiercest public debates.
A biotech company seems to
have done it. But early signs are
the scientific achievement is not
the slam-dunk solution the com
pany had hoped.
Stem cell opponents said
Wednesday that the new method
still doesn't satisfy their objections. And on the other side,
many scientists and supporters
of federal funding for the
research called the technique
politically
and
inefficient
wrong-headed.
But a spokeswoman fo;
President Bush, who last month
vetoed legislation that would
have allowed federal money for
Mrs. Patricia Grace Mason Miller
embryonic stem cell research,
A graveside service for Mrs. Patricia Grace Mason Miller will be called it a step in the right direcFriday at 11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. David Morrison will tion.
officiate.
And Dr. Robert Lanza, an
Pallbearers will be Joe Dick, Tommy Carroll, James Thompson, executive with Advanced Cell
J.W. Cathey, Rick Lamkin and Steve Jackson. J.H. Churchill Funeral Technology, which created the
new stem cell lines, said: -This
Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Art Guild, 500 will make it far more difficult to
N. Fourth St., Murray, Ky., 42071 or Robert 0. Miller Scholarship oppose this research."
AP
Stem cells have become a
Fund, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. Miller, 87, Murray, died Tuesday, Aug. 22, 2006, at 1:55 Holy Grail for advocates of Robert Lanza, M.D., of Clinton, Mass., vice president of medical and scientific development at
patients with a wide variety of Advanced Cell Technology, poses in his office at the company's headquarters in Worcester,
a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care Center.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Wetter Lewis illnesses because of the cells' Mass. in this Friday, Nov. 5, 2004 file photo. The biotechnology company has developed a new
into any
Drake Jr., an Air Force pilot, to whom she was married in July 1944, potential to transform
destroying human embryos, billing it as a potential solution
tissue, perhaps way of creating stem cells without
and who was killed in a plane crash in 1945; and her second hus- type of human
debate. "This will make it far more difficult to oppose this
ethical
and
political
contentious
a
to
But
to new treatments.
band, Robert O. Miller, to whom she was married in 1948. Born Jan. leading
the Vatican, President Bush and research," said Lanza."
9, 1919, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Calloway
others have argued that the
The new stem cell production
Mason,
Kress
Ora
and
Mason
H.
County physicians, William
full-fledged human. Some also University stem cell researcher
promise of stem cells should not
method takes a cell extracted
possibility the Irving Weissman disagreed.
the
over
object
founders of Murray Surgical Hospital in 1910.
be realized at the expense of
"Although the efforts cited during PGD and allows it to
procedure could harm the
An avid early aviator in the 1930s, she was the owner of an
human life, even in its most nashere will be criticized as a diver- divide. One of the two resulting
embryo in an unknown way.
Aeronca Chief aircraft. Mrs. Miller, known for three generations as cent stages.
The method "raises more eth- sion of good science by politics. cells is genetically tested as in
"Miss Pat," was an active member of the music department of the
The new method works by
to normal PGD; the other is culMurray Woman's Club, the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the taking an embryo at a very early ical questions than it answers," I believe all of these attempts
tured to encourage the developmedical
translate
and
advance
the
of
Doerflinger
Music
Richard
said
Civic
Murray
the
and
Daughters of the American Revolution
stage of development and
ment of stem cells.
in
pursued
be
should
science
Catholic
Association. A talented artist, she was a charter member of the removing a single cell, which U.S. Conference of
"It's nothing revolutionary,":
wrote.
Weissman
parallel,"
Bishops.
longwere
Miller,
Mr.
Murray Art Guild. She and her late husband,
can be coaxed into spawning an
Yury Verlinsky, a Chicago
said
Cell,
Advanced
at
Scientists
fedbans
currently
law
U.S.
time members of West Murray Church of Christ.
embryonic stem cell line. With
Alameda. Calif., geneticist who specializes in
in
based
that
research
any
of
funding
eral
and
III
Drake
(Tripp)
Survivors include three sons, Dr. Lewis
only one cell removed, the rest
•
harms human embryos. A White devised a clever means of piggy- PGD.
wife, Anne, Dr. Dan Mason Miller and wife. Laura, and Christopher of the embryo retains its full
procedure
new
the
Though
fertility
existing
on
backing
the
House spokeswoman said
Riley Miller, all of Murray; six grandchildren, Patricia Drake, potential for development.
method's eligibility for funding treatments to avoid the creation, may satisfy the president's
The method was described
Melissa Drake, Lauren Miller, Elizabeth Miller, Robert Bowling and
could not yet be determined, manipulation or destruction of objections to stem cell research,
online Wednesday in the British
Tracy Lamb; 11 great-grandchildren.
it is encouraging to see sci- embryos specifically for the pro- it does not meet the ethical stan"but
journal Nature. The journal pubat least making serious duction of stem cells. The fertil- dards of the Roman Catholic
entists
lished a similar paper by
efforts to move away from ity procedure, known as preim- church, which opposes both
Advanced Cell Technology last
research that involves the plantation genetic diagnosis, or PGD and in vitro fertilization.
year demonstrating the techAdvanced Cell Technology
PGD,is used when parents want
destruction of embryos."
nique's viability in mice.
has said that to avoid having a child with a was able to produce two viable
Bush
President
"The science is interesting
John H. Trotter
he personally opposes any lethal or severely debilitating stem cell lines from a total of 16
The funeral for John H. Trotter will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the and important," said John research that sacrifices embry- birth defect. About 1,000 such embryos. The lines appeared to
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith and Joe Harris, a professor of bioethics onic life, even to save an exist- procedures are performed each exhibit the full potential of
at the University of Manchester
embryonic stem cells to develop
Pat James will officiate.
ing person. In August 2001 the year in the United States.
Pallbearers will be Greg Graves, Ralph Graves, in Great Britain, commenting on president limited federal fundPGD begins with in vitro fer- into any type of human tissue,
efforts.
Eddie Hunt, Roger Chrisman, Larry Chrisman, Jack the biotech company's
ing to research on a few dozen tilization to produce numerous the researchers reported, but
But few believe it will
Uffelman, Lubie Veal, Joe Pat Ward, Joe Pat James,
stem cell lines that had been cre- embryos. At a very early stage additional study is needed to
the bitter ethical battle
of development, when the verify that.
Yancey Watkins, Albert Crider and Gillard Ross, resolve
ated up to that point.
over stem cell research.
"I think this will become a
that the embryos are no more than a ball
active; members of Gleanors Sunday School Class of
complain
Scientists
"This will please no one,"
First United Methodist Church, and Lutricia Poyner, Josephine predicted a longtime critic of the decree has severely crippled of eight to 10 cells, a technician standard way of producing stem
M.
Miller, Rhonda Redden, June Young and Terri Martin, honorary. company, Glenn McGee, direc- progress in the field. But recent extracts a single cell from each cell lines," said Ronald
College
Dartmouth
a
Green,
testare
cells
extracted
The
one.
them
moved
have
developments
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
tor of the Alden March Bioethics
toward their twin goals of ed for genetic disorders, and professor of religion who is an
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. today Institute in Albany, N.Y.
attracting non-federal money for those free of defect are then unpaid bioethics adviser to
(Thursday).
Some stem cell researchers
the mother in the Advanced Cell Technology.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway complain that the new approach, stem cell research and overturn- implanted in
develop.
will
they
hope
restrictions.
the
ing
or
42071
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.,
though it may hold futureprotnincluding
states,
Several
42071.
Ky.,
Murray,
St.,
Maple
503
Church,
Methodist
United
First
ise, simply isn't as efficient as
Jersey and
Mr. Trotter, 95, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Monday. Aug. 21, their current method of creating California, New
have set up ways to
Illinois,
home.
his
at
p.m.
10
at
procedure
2006,
stem cells. That
fund the research. A number of
A retired superintendent of Murray Water & Sewer System, he involves the destruction of
Democratic candidates in this
Del
of
owner
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and
of
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days
Jones
five
about
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after
owner
embryos
was part
year's congressional elections
psirgur local United Waylralt274013.031
First
development, when they consist
Rose Ice Cream and Murray Milk Products Co. A member of
are focusing on the issue.
president
past
and
member
a
also
cells.
100
was
he
about
of
Church,
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The research at Advanced
Join us for upcoming events in 2006.
Meanwhile, hard-line oppoof Gleanors Sunday School Class, served as an usher, a member of
Technology subverts those
Cell
10
argue
for
science
church
cell
stem
the
for
of
officer
nents
financial
as
and
Administrative Board
efforts. McGee said. But writing
that the technique solves nothyears.
in Nature earlier this year about
An Army veteran of World War II, he served with Amphibious ing, because even the single cell the demonstration of the techapproach
new
the
by
removed
units
Forces in the Pacific Theater and was part of one of the first
mice, Stanford
into a nique in
that entered Japan at the end of the war. He attended Austin Peay could theoretically grow
State College, Clarksville, Tenn., where he was a member of the first
baseball and basketball teams in 1929. He also attended Murray
State University and was an avid supporter of athletics at Murray
State and Murray High School. He also started and coached the first
American Legion Baseball Team in Murray.
His wife, Delma Chrisman Trotter, preceded him in death. Born
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AARP Driver Safety Class
will be offered at local center

Purchase Area
Chapter of
Public Retirees
to meet Sept. 7

An AARP Driver Safety Class, for those
age 50 and older, will be offered at the
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center
on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 21 and 22,
from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. each day.
The eight-hour classroom refresher course
is designed to meet the specific needs el
older drivers. It covers age-related physical changes, declining perceptual skills.
rules of the road, local driving problems,
and license renewal requirements.
lo's
completion of the course, you may
Datebook be Upon
eligible for a premium reduction of
By Jo Burkeen
automobile insurance. Class size is
your
Community
limited to the first 20 participants and the
Editor
cost is $10 per person. To sign up, call
753:0929.
at
Teri Cobb

410

PADUCAH, Ky. —The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Public Retirees will meet Thursday, Sept. 7, at 10:30 a.m. at
Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah.
This will be a combined
luncheon and business meeting.
Speakers will be Bob Rowland and Clark Carson on House
Bill 7604 regarding direct tax
on tobacco manufacturers.
All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System, the Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Marshall and McCracken Counties. and Kentucky State Police
Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information call
1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-4447335.

CCMS PTA plans dance Friday
Photo provided
KAPPA MEETING: Serving as hostesses for the recent meeting of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Laura Dziekonski, Margaret Yuill, Pat
Harrington, Dianne Curtis, Cathy Mathis, and not pictured, Carol Bothwell. The next meeting
of the department will be Sept. 5.
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This event is being sponsored
by the Youth Center, Paducah
HOG Chapter and Step of Faith
Ministry. All proceetis will go
directly to the Youth Center
to support the local youth.
For more information call
George Ligon at 762-1706.
Two special events are also
scheduled on Saturday at the
center.
NBA (No Boys Allowed) is
a girls club for the ages of
12-18 years of age that meet
on the second and fourth Saturdays of each month from 2
to 4 p.m. This club discusses
current issues girls face, while
providing food, fellowship,
games and giveaways.
NFL (Not For Ladies) is a
boys club for the ages of 12
to 18 years of age that meet
on the second and fourth Saturdatys of each month from 4
to 6 p.m. This club provides
a time of food, games, giveaways and fun.
For more information call
Carrie Groves, program coordinator, at 703-8329 or e-mail
at cargrovesl@yahoo.com.
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Accepting New Patients
Ear, Nose & Throat
of.Murray
Phillip Klapper, M.D.

Grogan reunion on Sept. 3

Grogan family reunion will be Sunday. Sept. 3, at the University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be served at 1
p.m. For more information call 759-3159.

Youth Bowling League will begin

The Saturday Morning Youth Bowling League will begin itS
fall season on Saturday at 9:45 a.m. at Corvette Lanes, Murray. Teams are being formed and there are still openings. This
is open to all youth who are 3 to 21 years of age and is certified through the United States Bowling Congress with awards
and recognition for achievements. Contact Donna Darnell at
759-9246 or e-mail murrayusbc@chartermet to sign up or get
more information.

Hooper Cemetery meeting Saturday
The annual meeting will be Saturday at 9 a.m. at Hooper
Cemetery, located off Ky. Hwy. 732 on Hooper Cemetery Road.
All interested persons are urged to attend as a caretaker will
be apciinted. Those unable to attend may mail their donations
'.fin,The Ceitiebti iintinteriance to Odell Donelson, 944 Rowleft
Tr., Murray, KY 42071.
Photo provided
Corrine Foster shows one of her favorite drawings, which
was done from viewing a photograph of a favorite childhood
home place scene.

Foster guest speaker
at Jail!Prison Ministry
al years.
Foster relayed how artists
often tend to give up on their
talent, but if they stick with
it, it can prove productive and
satisfying.
She is a member of Union
Baptist
Missionary
Grove
Church in Puryear, and often
attends First Baptist in Murray. She is active with the
Westside Jail/Prison Ministry
Women's Team that holds Bible
Studies at the local jail and is
also active with the New Beginnings Group.

Special concert scheduled

- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required -

Cdl for Appointment(270) 759-4811
300 South &h Street - Suite 304E - Murray. KY 42071. .5

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
(NOR

753-4703

PRINCETON. Ky. — A ah. pianist and who writes
free lawn concert featuring many of the new arrangements
Jazzin' will be Sunday. Sept. for the group; Joe and Patri3, at 4:30 p.m. at Adsmore, cia Tarentino, bassist and vocalist respectively.
304 N. Jefferson St.
Guests are asked to bring
Jazzin' is a quartet of local
and regional musicians. The their own lawn chair or blanconcert, a "thank you" to the ket. In case of rain, the concommunity, will be sponsored cert will be held at the Butby the Princeton Art Guild and ler auditorium, 512 W. Washington St.. Princeton.
Adsmore.
The Princeton Art Guild will
Back by popular demand,
Jazzin' first performed at serve refreshments.
For more information call
Adsmore in 2004.
The quartet consists of Adsmore at 1-270-365-3114 or
Princeton's own percussionist the Princeotn Art Guild at 1and jazz fan, Dean Hughes, 270-365-3959
Reuben H Pruitte of Paduc-

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be the Homeagain Singers and Liberty Boys Quartet. The
public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line
will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or need a ride call 753-1834.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Legion Post meeting tonight

American 'Legion Post #73 will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. The agenda will focus on the new lease signing
the interior design for the new Legion Hail. All members and
veterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
Post Commander Don Adcock at 227-7939 or 489-2844.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
private dining room #1 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

Cheerleader Booster Club to meet
Calloway County High School Cheerleader Booster Club
will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Sarah Loveless. Parents of all varsity and junior varsity cheerleaders are
encouraged to attend.

MHS Boys Soccer Team plans event
Murray High School boys soccer team will have a rebate
day for both lunch and dinner today at Captain D's. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team when
placing their orders.

MHS Girls Soccer Team plans event

Postionpati( Neuralgia (Deloglas Pail): Reward Advettos

Murray High School girls soccer team will have a rebate
day at Sirloin Stockade today. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the team when placing their orders.

Saturday, August 26, 2006, 10 a.m.
( enter for Health & Wellness (lassroorn. Marrzz, KY
-C45418• Kjas Nitettef kO
14*

Tuesday, August 29. 2006. 6:30 p.m.
Jackson Purchase Medical ('enter Private Dining Room, Mayfield, K1
A tree public seminar to learn about Postherpetic Neuralgia (shingle% pain), review recent research advances and hear about new
research therapies being developed.
No pre-registration required.
Gustafson. MI). Roan! Certtfied Neurologr,
M.
Jon
by
Pretented
r

Clinical Neuroscience Research
Clinical Neuroscience Associates. lac.
Offices in Murray, KY and Mayfield. KY
Email: cosresearehut bellsouth.eet
Web: www.jonmgustarsorimd.com

The Character Counts! Coalition of Murray-Calloway County invite all area families to attend the Primary Focus event
tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University Lovett auditorium. There is no admission.
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway Public Library.
Gary Thome!! will be the leader of the discussion on the
selection, "Meditations One and Two" by Rene Descartes. All
persons who have read the selection are invited to attend and
take part in the discussion.

Corrine Foster, a local artist,
was the special speaker for
New Beginnings of the Westside Jail/Prison Ministry at its
recent meeting.
Foster displayed many of
her projects which included:
pen and ink, chalk, water color,
colored pencil, and graphite
pencil.
She explained how God had
helped her to develop the talent he has given her, and she
gives much credit also to the
Murray Art Guild, of which
she was a member for sever-

•

MK

Character Counts! event tonight

Adult Great Books Group will meet

Main Street Youth Center
plans weekend events
Main Street Youth Center
will have a Motorcycle Poker
Run on Sunday.
Registration will begin at
noon at the center, located 513
South Fourth St., Murray.
The run will begin at the
center and will run 100+ miles
through some of the best back
country roads in Kentucky and
Tennessee. Helmets will be
required in Tennessee areas.
Registration will start at noon
iid the first bike out will be
at 12:30 p.m. The cost is $10
per hand with meal included.
Door prizes will be awarded.
Collected will e bottled water,
raw meat for hamburgers, hot
dogs. buna,.chips. napkin.s.paper
plates and soft drinks.

Calloway County Middle School P.T.A. will sponsor a "Back
to School" dance on Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. The cost will
be $4 per student.

Every Sunday Night
through May 27
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MANDI a 419-2277

Kirksey Baptist Church
263 Beickusburg Rd. • Kirksey

INCREDIBLE VISION
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
works You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
fo come in and try these lens
Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071,
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Another Homemaker year starting as summer ends
Even better, call the Extenin Hot Spnngs, Ark., this
opportunity for Cultural Arts
8 p.m. at the Extension
As summer ends another
will be awarded and games
sion Office at 753-1452 to
Office. New and former offi- items to be judged and learn year. The opportunities are
Homemaker year begins. The will be enjoyed.
sign up for the picnic. We
endless!
new skills, have fellowship,
cers alike will learn their
Calloway County Extension
The picnic will be held
would love to have you.
Now that you know all
respective responsibilities and do some sightseeing, and
Homemaker Clubs are begin- at the Ellis Center on Ellis
You can join the clubs listHomemakspeakExtension
about
outstanding
some
hear
be
distributed
will
matenals
ning their
Drive in Murray on Thursed, start a new club, or
ers, drop by the Calloway
ers.
— including the new year2006-2007
day, Aug. 31, from 6 to 8
become a mailbox member.
County Extension Office,
Members have traveled to
year with
p.m. Anyone interested may book. Even if you're not an
310 South Fourth St., and
the Southern Woman's Show
officer and would like to be
a bang!
attend and join the fun.
Educational programs of
complete an enrollment form.
in Nashville, participated in
later, come on!
There will
Please RSVP to the Extenthe Cooperative Extension
Dues are only $5.50 a year
the state meeting and two
Other events throughout
sion Office by Monday,
be a picService serve all people
and go towards the monthly
members attended the
the year in the Calloway
nic, officer Aug. 28.
regardless of race, color,
learning sessions, bi-monthly
County Extension Homemak- National Volunteer Outreach
Officer Training will be
training,
age, sex, religion, disability
newsletter, state and area
Network Convention
ers include County and Area
held the following week on
club meetor national origin.
dues, and cancer research.
(KE.HA's national affiliation)
Annual Days. This is an
ings, and
Tuesday, Sept. 5 from 6 to
Extension area and
county
Notes
council
By
La Dawn Hale meetings
Calloway County in the next
Extention Agent few weeks.
for Family &
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Sciences
Homemaker clubs are for men and
women who want to gain
knowledge and many new
skills. They are groups of
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APPLIANCES

LOWE'S

FREE

$25-$150 GIFT CARD

Let's Build Something Together

10% OFF

FREE NEXT DAY LOCAL DELIVERY
AND HAUL-AWAY

FREE
$102E.

a

$998,

$29

Pre Labor Day Event

DAYS ONLY

August 24 — August 27

50% OFF 20% OF
SELECT
PATIO
FURNITUR

ALL FULL-SI4.
GAS GRILLS
9 AND ABO

13

$78

ZERO
12
40%

*OFF

SELECT HAND TOOLS'
AND POWER TOOLS

now

10FREE
$5 rAllo

now

$1497

èe

wir*F

now
$397

I PPP'

1

now

$38

now

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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Pluto's days as planet are dead
PRAGUE, Czech Republic (AP) —
Leading astronomers declared today that
Pluto is no longer a planet under historic
new guidelines that downsize the solar system from nine planets to eight.
After a tumultuous week of clashing over
the essence of the cosmos, the International
Astronomical Union stripped Pluto of the
planetary status it has held since its discovery in 1930. The new definition of what is
— and isn't — a planet fills a centuries-old
black hole for scientists who have labored
since Copernicus without one.
Although astronomers applauded after
the vote, Jocelyn Bell Burnell — a specialist
in neutron stars from Northern Ireland who
oversaw the proceedings — urged those
who might be "quite disappointed" to look
on the bright side.
"It could be argued that we are creating
an umbrella called 'planet' under which the
dwarf planets exist," she said, drawing
laughter by waving a stuffed Pluto of Walt
Disney fame beneath a real umbrella.
Experts said there could be dozens of
dwarf planets catalogued across the solar
system in the next few years.
-Many more Plutos wait to be discovered," added Richard Binzel, a professor of
planetary science at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.
The decision by the prestigious international group spells out the basic tests that
celestial objects will have to meet before
they can be considered for admission to the
elite cosmic club.
For now, membership will be restricted
to the eight "classical" planets in the solar
system: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
Much-maligned Pluto doesn't make the
grade under the new rules for a planet: "a
celestial body that is in orbit around the sun,
has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to
overcome rigid body forces so that it
assumes a ... nearly round shape, and has
cleared the neighborhood around its orbit."
Pluto is automatically disqualified
because its oblong orbit overlaps with
Neptune's.
Instead, it will be reclassified in a new
category of "dwarf planets," similar to what
long have been termed "minor planets." The
definition also lays out a third class of lesser objects that orbit the sun — "small solar
system bodies," a term that will apply to
nurherous asteroids, comets and other natural satellites.
It was unclear how Pluto's demotion
might affect the mission of NASA's New

Horizons spacecraft, which earlier this year
began a 9 1/2-year journey to the oddball
object to unearth more of its secrets.
The decision at a conference of 2,500
astronomers from 75 countries was a dramatic shift from just a week ago, when the
group's leaders floated a proposal that
would have reaffirmed Pluto's planetary status and made planets of its largest moon and
two other objects.
That plan proved highly unpopular, splitting astronomers into factions and triggering
days of sometimes combative debate that
led to Pluto's undoing. In the end, only
about 300 astronomers cast ballots.
That plan proved highly unpopular, splitting astronomers into factions and triggering
days of sometimes combative debate that
led to Pluto's undoing.
Now, two of the objects that at one point
were cruising toward possible full-fledged
planethood will join Pluto as dwarfs: the
asteroid Ceres, which was a planet in the
1800s before it got demoted, and 2003
UB3I3, an icy object slightly larger than
Pluto whose discoverer, Michael Brown of
the California Institute of Technology, has
nicknamed "Xena." Charon, the largest of
Pluto's three moons, is no longer under consideration for any special designation.

Special
training for
CCASAP will
be Friday
The
Calloway County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention will have a special
training on public policy implementation by Ronne Nunley,
tobacco prevention enhancement site director, on Friday at 1
p.m. at the Murray Board of
Education office.
The public is invited to
attend.
For additional information,
call 762-7332.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

CLARK CONSTRUCTION: An MSU student makes her
way from the dormitory area past construction work on
Murray State University's new Clark College Wednesday
afternoon where a large crane has been set up to expedite work on the new facility.

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
Al The Same Place!

Subscribe
Today!

In Good I hods'
Photo provided

BACK TO SCHOOL PICNIC: Southwest Elementary School Back to School Family
Picnic was held Tuesday. Approximately 500 parents, students, teachers, and administrators enjoyed burgers and hot dogs, games, and family activities.
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FOOD
GIANT

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

COOKOUT
FRI. & SAT.• AUGUST 25TH & 26TH
NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

2$
for 5
Hot Lean & Meaty

RIBS
$12

SMOKED
SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

3

BB
Sandwi

Slab

Right Off the Grill!

Whole
Boston Butts

$15e.
ik Eye
), Sandwich

Hamburgers

750
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only

Niedhilhoe

'2
BEGINNING AT 10 A.M.WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

What happens when an alusraile-VemAgt
Magic Kingdom'Park?

family goes to the

TONIGHT
- TICKETS $131*
OPENS(Excludes
Rinkside mob No double disc,ounts.)

AUG.
24 - 27 mn-

.101(34 LINDER 2 SAVE 114 Oil TICKE111
rE wham Rommel. mats 1.A1 loud, rloccants

Buy tickets at www.disneyonice.com
ticketmester Ticket Centers,
the Regional Special Events Center Box Office, or call
(270) 753-6466 or 1-877-894-4474 (Toll Free)

41111.
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MSU BASKETBALL

MURRAY HIGH-LONE OAK PREVIEW

Flash-y Focus
4

TIGERS LOOK TO LONE OAK
AFTER TOUGH LOSS IN OPENER

Profile
MATT COLLINS

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Wnter
On Monday, Lee Edwards
wasn't sure what sort of
would
he
atmosphere
encounter upon entering the
IFFEIMIRIMMINVIOMUM 0101111
fteldhouse following last
Friday night's 28-6 loss to
sis•no•se
Dyer County, Tenn.
What TV show did you watch as
Edwards
Surprisingly,
a kid that you still watch today...
found no heads hanging and
Cops
no feet dragging upon entering
Your Choice Your own private
the John Hina Fieldhouse. The
island or Si million dollars...
second-year head coach is
quick not to mistake that reacPnvate Island
tion as acceptance for losing,
What is your most prized posthough.
"Our kids are fighters,"
My Madden Football game
Edwards said. "If you're still
What's the best thing about
pouting on Monday, you're
not a fighter, you're a pouter."
It's the best state out there.
And with that, the Tigers
What's the most mew thing
will lace up their gloves for
about lying hi Murray...
another battle Friday night,
squaring off against Lone Oak
We're our own kind of town,
at Flash Field at 7:30 p.m.
If you had to cook all your own
Some good news filtered
food, what would you ire on...
through the Murray camp this
Pizza
week, when Edwards learned
Who's the best football player
that the injury tailback Jon Jon
you've ever faced...
Wilson suffered against Dyer
Andre Flowers
County was not severe. The 5Favorite sport other than footfoot-8, 185-pound senior is
ball.
r expected to play at Lone Oak.
,,
"He's still healing," said
Basketball
C.
Edwards. "We expect him to
TrorrIM INdmel Dmr
be full-go by Friday. We're
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
taking it a little easy this week, Senior running back Jon Jon Wilson (33) breaks free from
. but he's not in a whirlpool or the Dyer County defense on this run during last week's turnovers.
anything."
On the other side of the ball,
Pella Bowl. Wilson is expected to play this week despite
Wilson left the game midt'
Flash's main threat will be
the
Choctaws.
the
to
loss
the
suffering a knee injury in
. way through the second half
Corey Robinson. Edwards
to,
offense,
of last week's Pellg4Bost :,,..;.140:11q .Qak,y/akyriqits allowed 23 yards of
called the 6-1, 180-pound junior
when his knee collided with a over Ballard Memorial last the Bombers. The Flash also quarterback the best passing sigDyer County player's helmet Saturday night. It did so with a limited Ballard to one first
ki
stingy defense that only down whiYe .forcing four
6 on one play.
MI See TIGERS, 2B
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Brooks to select QB next week
WOODSON,PULLEY STILL BATTLING FOR TOP SPOT
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — easy decision because they're hear people say, 'If we could
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks both doing some very good just win six or seven games,
we'll be OK,— said Barnhart, to
said Wednesday he'll settle on a things," Brooks said.
Brooks was greeted to warm thunderous applause. "That
quarterback — one quarterback
— by early next week, brushing applause by the group, despite a won't be OK. That's a good
off speculation that he might sit trying previous three years in step. but the goal is to put rings
on the decision until kickoff to which his team assembled a 9- on fingers."
Barnhart cited Kentucky's
throw off Louisville's game 25 record. But he called this season the "light at the end of the five different sports champiplan.
Brooks was in Cardinal terri- tunnel," citing the development onships over the last two years,
tory Wednesday when he of some younger players and a including the baseball team's
addressed more than 400 return from injury for several first Southeastern Conference
title this year. He acknowledged
Kentucky alumni who live in key veterans.
"We're going to try real hard the fans really want to see sucLouisville.
He dropped few hints about to make you happy a lot more cess in football and basketball,
whether junior Andre Woodson than you have been the last cou- which also is coming off a subpar season.
or sophomore Curtis Pulley ple years," he said.
Part of the problem. Barnhart
Many of the players have set
would be under center for the
Wildcats Sept. 3 in the season as a goal a 6-5 record and a trip said, is that other SEC schools
opener at No. 13 Louisville. to a bowl game, but Athletic have invested more heavily in
However, Brooks said he is clos- Director Mitch Barnhart sig- facilities. Nine of the schools in
ilig in on a choice and would naled Wednesday that he has far the conference have spent at
least $250 million in the last
kinunit to it by early next week. loftier ones.
"I get a little frustrated if I decade alone, he said.
'"The good news is it's not an

Racers release
2006-07 slate
SIU,TENNESSEE HIGHLIGHT
NON-CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State released its
men's basketball schedule for
on
2006-07
season
the
Wednesday.
The upcoming season will
feature a number of compelling
story lines. For example, the
Racers are under the direction of
a new head coach, Billy
Kennedy, who has assembled a
host of newcomers to team with
returning players. One of those
returning players is senior
Shawn Witherspoon, who is
poised to become the 33rd student-athlete to join the school's
1000-Point Club.
The Racers will try to win
their home opener for the 17th
straight year Belhaven College
visits on Nov. 16. MSU hasn't
lost a home opener in eight seasons of games in the Regional
Special Events Center, and it
hasn't lost such a game since
1989.
The Racers will also raise
Valley
Ohio
20th
their
Conference championship banner in the RSEC, commemorating their 2005-06 regular-season
league title. Racer fans will also
participate in honoring the
Murray State Athletics Hall of
Fame class of 2007.
"We're excited to get the season going," Kennedy said. "The
games will get here before you
know it, and we've got a lot of
work to do to prepare for it."
The Racers will open the season with an exhibition contest
on Nov. 4, when they play York
University at the RSEC. The
Lions hail from Toronto, Canada

STATE MEN'S BASKETBALL
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Date

Day

Ouporw,

NOVEMBER 4

SAT

HOME

Nommber 10-12

Fn-Sun

YORIC UNIVERSITY(EXPOSITION)
^Sharma kentatemal More. Calrl

Away

TBA

NOVEMBER 113

THU

BELHAVEN

HOW

TBA

November 19

Sun

QSoulhern Naos

NOVEMBER 2S

SAT

EASTERN ILLINOIS

TRA

Away

IBA

HOME

TBA
TB)

Army

November 28

Tee

ellarces-Chcaoo

December 1

Fn

()Tennessee

Away

TB)

MON

ANDERSON

HOME

TRA

Thu

QEastern KanherIty

Arno

TBA

DECEMBER 4
December 7

IBA

Army

December 9

Se

Ohloreheed SUN

DECEMBER 19

TUE

JACKSONVILLE STATE

HONE

TBA

DECEMBER 21

THU

SAMFORD

HONE

TEA

January 2

T.

Western lands

Awry

January 4

Thu

Nosy

TBA

SAT

0Tanneasea Stale
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI

HOME

TB)

Amory

IRA

HOME

TB)

JANUARY 8

18.0

January 11

Thu

(Moen Peay

JANUARY 29

SAT

TENNESSEE MARTIN

January 25

Tbu

OTermessee Tett

Amy

TBA

January 27

Sat

OSE Messoun

Awry

TEA
TB)

January 29

Mon

QSarreoro

Away

FEBRUARY 1

THIJ

AUSTIN PEAT

HOME

Fet•ruary 3

Sat

QJackeornalle Stale

Assay

TBA

EASTERN KENTUCKY

HOME

TB)
TB)
TEA

THU

FEBRUARY 8

IBA

FEBRUARY 10

SAT

MOREHEAD STATE

HOME

FEBRUARY 14

WED

TENNESSEE STATE

HOME

February 17

Sat

QESPN BracketBuelers

Amy

IBA

FEBRUARY 22

THLI

TENNESSEE-TECH

HOME

TEA

February 24

OUT-Martel
EM
1105/C Chewable •Owner NY

Away

7BA

February 27

SOVC Charnpanatm • Serb-Fr.
SOVC Chamoronehip • raw Game

March 2
Mach 3

MI AEL DAN lie
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
insists he will settle on either
Andre Woodson or Curtis
Pulley as the Widlcats' starting OB by early next week.
UK kicks off the 2006 season
at Louisville on Sept. 3.

and are returning the game the
Racers played there last fall.
This season, MSU will face
three teams that were part of the
NCAA Tournament field last
March: San Diego State,
Southern Illinois and Tennessee.
The Racers open the season
at the Shamrock Invitational in
the San Francisco area Nov. 1012. The event — hosted by St.
Mary's University — has a different twist than when the
Racers first visited there in
2004.
This time, MSU will play
three games in a round-robin
format. On Nov. 10, the Racers
play San Diego State.
Murray's second opponent
on Nov. 11 has yet to be determined. On Nov 12, the Racers
will play the host team, St
Mary's.
The Racers take to the road
for a showdown with region
rival SIU on Sunday Nov. 19.
The Salukis have appeared in
the last five NCAA tournaments.
The Racers will begin
defense of their 2005-06 OVC
title, when they open league
play at home against Eastern
Illinois on Nov. 25.
MSU has tough non-conference games at Illinois-Chicago
Nov. 28 and at Tennessee on
Dec. 1.
Murray State is once again
part of the ESPN BracketBuster
series, which will be played in
February. The Racers will play a
road game that will be
announced in January.
Times for each game will be
announced at a later date.

NCAA Setechon Sweby
,
.
NCAA Tourrement • Forst Two Row

Mirth 12
Martin 15-18

NC).', Tournament • Repo..
NC),', Tour-name.• Fine Foto

Mani,22-25
Ma 31-Apra 2

Anania Ge

'Heated by St Many s Un,;rersity Moraga C.11
0 Hosted by top four olsters O1 OVC regular season
$ Nashyele. Tenn Gaylord Entertainment Center
Home games in BOLD CAPS
AS home games tape delayed sarne day on MSU TV-II at lOom

Better late than never, picks panel returns for another season
The Picks...
It may be a week late, but
the Ledger & Times' esteemed
football picks panel is back for
another season of prognostications.
As I always say, better late
than never.
We just
decided to
use Week 0
as a cheat
sheet for the
true opening
weekend of
high school
football —
Week I.
Sidelines Who's ever
heard of
By Scott
Week 0 anyNanney
way?
Sports
At any
Editor
rate, yours
truly and
my crazed sidekick. Michael
"Spyder Mann" Dann, return to
;ve you our expertise — or
k there of — on each week's
late of prep. college and proesstonal football games. And
I the umpteenth year in a row.
esteemed managing editor.

Eric Walker, returns to the
panel to complete our threeman battle royal.
I think Eric actually won our
little contest last year. but don't
mention it to him. We don't
want his head to get any bigger.
(If you don't belieye me, check
out that mugshot on the far
right.)
With colleges and the pros
still a week or more away from
beginning their seasons, we'll
go with an all-high school slate
this week.
Hoping to get off on the
right foot, let's take a look into
my crystal ball at this week's
games:
Murray High at Lone Oak
The Tigers got off to a rough
start with last week's 28-6 loss
to Dyer County. Tenn., in the
Pella Bowl. Meanwhile, the
Oakers put the smack down on
Ballard Memorial, 32-0, in the
Alliance Bowl at Marshall
County.
Murray's young team. under
second-year coach Lee
Edwards, looks to still have a
ways to go to get to where it

wants to be. Couple that with
an always tough Jack Haskinscoached team, and the edge
goes to ... the Purple flash.
Calloway at Graves Co.
The youthful, but spunky,
Lakers gave a spirited effort in
their late comeback bid against
a more talented Dyersburg,.
Tenn.. unit in last weekend's
Pella Bowl, but they fell short
by a 48-27 score. Head coach
Josh McKeel's charges have
shown improvement from last
season, but it may not be
enough to get past a Graves
County squad that blasted
Heath 40-0 in last week's
Alliance Bowl. ... Eagles.
Marshall Co. at Mayfield
Marshall County looked
powerful in its 54-26 rout of
Daviess County in Week 0. But
then again so did the Cardinals.
last year's runner-up in the
Class A state playoffs.
However, this is another in a
senes of traditionally tough
early-season matchups for the
Cards in what many arc calling
•See PICKS, 2E1
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Chiral
0-0
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Last Week
o-c
(Narita
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Murray over Lone Oak

Lone Oak over Murray

Graves Co. over Calloway

Calloway over Graves Co

Graves Co. over Calloway

Marshall Co. over Mayfield

Marshall Co. over Mayfield

Mayfield over Marshall Co

Fulton City over Gleason

Gleason over Fulton City

Fulton City over Gleason

Louisville Male over Hopkinsvelle

Louisville Male over Hopkinsville

Louisville Male over Hopkinsville

Massac (IN.) over Headh

Massac (IN.) over Heath

Lone Oak i,Ver

Warren Central

Murray

over

Tilghman

Warren

Central over Tilghman

Ma'am (NI.) over Heath
Warren Central over Tilghman

Fulton Co. over Reiland

Fuflon Co. over Reldland

Fulton Co. over Res:Nand

Ballard Memorial over South Fulton

South Fulton over Ballard Mernonal

South Fulton over Ballard Mernonel

Dowling Co. over Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central over COVIOIO CO

Devises CO. OVIO Hopkins Central
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 MVP( 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KFBallurrov.com
stuart_alexonder kyfisins.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct
GB
New r ork
76 49 6003
—
Boston
70 56 556 6 1/2
Toronto
67 60 528
10
Baltimore
56 70 444 20 1/2
Tampa Bay
52 75 409
25
Central Division
W
L Pct
GB
Detroit
81 46 638
—
Chicago
74 52 587 6 112
Minnesota
7
73 52 584
Cleveland
57 68 456
23
Kansas City
46 82 359 35 12
West Division
W
L Pet
GB
—
Oakland
72 55 567
Los Angeles
67 60 528
5
Texas
65 63 508 7 1/2
Seattle
57 69 45214 1/2
Wednesday's Scores
Chicago While Sox 7, Detroit 5
Minnesota 4. Baltimore 1
Oakland 6 Toronto 0
Tampa Bay 7, Texas 3
Cleveland 15 Kansas City 13, 10 innings
N Y Yankees 9. Seattle 2
Boston 5. L A Angels 4
Today's Games
Chicago White Sox iGarland 14-41 at
Detroit (Robertson 11-91, 12 05 p.m
Minnesota (Bonser 2-4) at Baltimore
(Benson 10-9). 605 p.m
Texas (Volguez 1-2) at Tampa Bay
(Corcoran 4-5),6.15 p m
Cleveland (Sabathia 8-81 at Kansas City
(Redman 7-81, 7 10 p m
N V Yankees(B Johnson 14.91 at Seattle
(Washburn 6-12), 9 05 p m
Boston (Beckett 13-8) at LA Angels
(Weaver 9-0) 905 p m
Friday's Games
Detroit (Bondsman 11-51 at Cleveland
(Sowers 5-3), 6 05 p
Tampa Bay (Hammel 0-1) at Baltimore
(D Cabrera 6-8). 605 p m
Kansas Gay (L Hudson 6-4) at Toronto
(Marcum 1-31. 6:07 p.m.
Oakland (Zito 13-8) at Texas (Voliquez 121, 7 35 p m
Minnesota (Radke 12-91 at Chicago White
Sox (Vazquez 11-8), 735 p m
Boston (Soho/ling 14-5) at Seattle (Woods
3-11,905pm
N V Yankees (Wright 9-7) at L A Angels
(Lackey 10-9), 905 p m

National League
East Division
W
L Pot
GB
New York
—
77 48 616
Philadelphia
64 62 508 13 1/2
60 66 476 17 12
Floods
59 67 468 18 1/2
Atlanta
24
Washington
54 73 425
Central Division
W
L Pot
GB
St Louis
66 59 528
—
1
Cincinnati
66 61 520
61 65.484 5 1/2
Milwaukee
7
Houston
60 67 472
Chicago
53 73 421 131/2
Pittsburgh
49 78.386
18
West Division
W
L Pot
GB
Los Angeles
66 61 520
—
1
San Diego
65 62 512
4
Anzona
62 65 488
62 65 488
1
San Francisco
59 67 468 6 1
Colorado
Wednesday's Scores
Houston 7, Cincinnati 3
San Francisco 7, Anzona 6
Florida 9, Washington 7
NV Mets 10. St Louis 8
Pittsburgh 5 Atlanta 4
Milwaukee 7 Colorado 1
Philadelphia 2, Chicago Cubs 1
San Diego 7. L A Dodgers 2
Today's Games
Colorado (Fogg 9-71 at Milwaukee (Ohka
3-31 1 05 p m
Philadelphia (Hamels 6-61 at Chicago
Cubs I.Zambrano 13-5). 1 20 P m
Houston (Rodiiguez 9-71 at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 2-3). 605 pm
St Louis (Marquis 13-11i at NY Moats
(Williams 2-3), 6 10 p.m
Cincinnati (Milton 8-7) at San Francisco
(Hennessey 5-3). 915 p m
Fridays Games
Houston (Clemens 5-41 at Pittsburgh
(Santos 5-81. 605 p.m
Philadelphia (Wolf 2-0) at N V Mets
(0 Hernandez 9-9), 6.10 p m
Washington (Ortiz 9-11) at Atlanta (James
6-3). 7 35 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 9-9) at Florida (Nolasco
11-8), 6 35 p m.
Chicago Cubs (Mateo 1-11 at St Louis
(Suppan 9-7), 7 10 p m
San Diego (Thompson 3-4) at Colorado
(Francis 9-10), 8 05 p.m
LA Dodgers (Maddox 11-11) at Arizona
(Vargas 10-8), 8.40 p m.
Cincinnati (Harang 13-8) at San Francisco
(Morns 8-11), 9:15 p,m.

Calloway County softball players Karlee Wilson, Neely Gallimore and Kristin Boggess
helped the Marshall County Magic win the 12U division of the recent Lone Oak Hot
August Bash. The Magic outscored their opponents 57-3 to win their division. The Magic
ended the season with a 44-17-3 record.

I
Popeye'Jones highlights
2007 MSU HOF class

Warren Central at
Paducah Tilghman
a rebuilding year in Mayfield.
The Tornado lost a close
This will be a tough one for the
one, 20-14, to Fort Campbell
home team. ... Marshals.
last week. It won't likely be as
Fulton City at
close this week against a
Gleason, Tenn.
Warren Central squad that
Fulton opened with a 30-8
smoked Franklin-Simpson 28-0
pasting of Greenfield. Term.,
in its opener. ... Dragons.
last week and should remain
Fulton Co. at Reldland
undefeated in the Volunteer
The first game of the James
state this season ... Bulldogs.
Bridges era at Fulton County
Louisville Male at
was a rousing success, as the
Hopkinsville
Pilots white-washed rival South
Having not played last week, Fulton, Tenn., 49-12. Look for
the Tigers start their 2006
smooth sailing for at least one
schedule with a tough one, facmore week. ... Pilots.
ing an always tough Male
Ballard Memorial at
squad that went 10-2 last seaSouth Fulton, Tenn.
son. The Bulldogs opened with
Both teams got trashed in
a 49-6 rout of New Albany,
their season openers. When in
Ind., in last week's Old Rivalry
doubt, go with the team from
Bowl. As always, Hoptown will Tennessee. ... Red Devils.
win its share of games, but not
Hopkins Co. Central at
this one. ... Bulldogs.
Daviess Co.
Massac (Ill.) at Heath
Hopkins Central suffered a
The Pirates walked the plank tough loss to Apollo last week,
— and then some — during last but expect the Class 3A, First
week's embarrassing loss to
District squad to rebound
Graves County. I'm afraid new
against a Daviess unit that is
Heath head coach Vernon
still licking its wounds from a
Edwards may want to jump
blowout loss to Marshall
ship after this one. ... Patriots.
County. ... Storm.

From Page 1B

Ward said. -Each member of
MSU Sports information
Murray State Athletics this class of inductees repreWard sents the ideal of what it
Allen
'rector
ounces! on Thursday the means to be a student-athlete.
'They're all very deserv7 MSU Athletics Hall of
me class that includes six ing of this honor, and it will
the greatest student-ath- be a memorable time when
they're inducted into the
letes in school history.
The group will be induct- MSU Hall of Fame in
ed on Friday. Jan. 19.
January."
The banquet and induction
The 2007 class includes;
Ronald "Popeye" Jones from ceremony will be in the third
men's basketball. Dennis floor ballroom at the Curtis
Jackson from football and Center. Tickets are $25 each
track and field, Jessica and can be purchased by callWidman of MSU women's ing Crystal Morrow at 270golf, Gary Stephens from 809-3746. Availability is limrifle, Tony Wretlund from ited and reservations are
tennis and Jill Doty from vol- required. The doors will ()lien
at 6 p.m. Dinner will be at
leyball and track and field.
Widman is the first MSU 6:30, and the Ceremony at 7.
women's golfer to be inductThe 2007 class will also
ed and Doty is the first MSU be honored at the Murray
volleyball player.
State-UT-Martin basketball
"We are so proud to be .'game on Jan. 20 at the
honoring this group of former Regional Special Events
student-athletes," Center.
Racer

Manning joins Lady Racers
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State Lady Racer head basketball coach Joi Felton has
announced the addition of assistant coach Brandy Manning to her
staff.
Manning will assist with scouting and recruiting and will work
with the post players.
"I am very excited about Brandy joining our
staff," said Joi Felton. "He is very passionate
about the game of basketball and has gained
valuable coaching experience. He will bring a
tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm to
our team."
Manning comes to MSU from Miller Grove
High School in Lithonia. Ga., where he was an
assistant boys' varsity basketball coach and
boys'junior varsity head coach last season.
Manning
"I'm a big-city guy at heart," he said, "but
places like Murray — places with good people — it makes me feel
at home. I'm thankful for having the opportunity to come to a place
like Murray. Joi Felton has a vision for this basketball program. Her
goal is to bring it to a championship level, and I am honored to be a
part of this program."

EIU's Spoo
to have
surgery
CHARLESTON, Ill.(AP) —
Eastern Illinois coach Bob Spoo
will miss at least the first four to
six weeks of the football season
to have surgery for an undisclosed medical problem, the
school's
athletic
director
announced Wednesday.
Spoo, 68, is scheduled to
have the surgery in St. Louis on
Tuesday. The coach is entering
his 20th season at EIU.
0 u r
thoughts and
prayers are
with Coach
Spoo and his
family at this
time,"
McD.uffie
said in makSpoo
the
ing
announcement. "We are confident this will be a successful
surgery and anticipate Coach to
return to the team as soon as he
feels ready."
McDuffie, citing privacy,
said neither the school nor Spoo
would comment further on his
condition.
"We are hopeful that Coach
Spoo will be able to address the
media sometime during his
recovery period," the announcement said.
Spoo missed two days of
practice last week to have a
"minor medical procedure" performed at a St. Louis hospital,
but returned Friday. He was not
expected at practice Wednesday
but planned to attend sessions
the rest .of(Se week until leaving
for the hospital over the weekend, said assistant head coach
Mark Hutson, who will handle
the team in Spoo's absence.
Hutson also declined to discuss the surgery.

haven't ruled him out for the game."
The Titans host Atlanta on
Saturday.
Young said he would test his
hand Thursday to see if he could grip
and squeeze a ball.
The sound of his hand crashing
against the helmet and the resulting
sting worried the No. 3 pick overall
in last April's draft.
"It scared me a whole lot just
hearing the sound effect. The hit and
hearing it pop a little bit," Young
said. "It's all right though."
Fisher said it was the first time

the Titans had a quarterback hit a
hand on a helmet in eight years.
Young also jammed a thumb a couple weeks ago.
Notes: The Titans did not get
linemen
Albert
defensive
Haynesworth (back) and Travis
LaBoy (foot) back into practice.
Fisher said they could return
Thursday. The Titans filled out their
depleted defensive line by signing
ends Garrett McIntyre. who was
released by Arizona on Monday. and
Adam Roberts. They released center
Rod Olds to make space.

Rear Tine Tiller

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

Fulton County
Fulton qty
Ballard Memorial
Murray

THts WEEK'S GAMES
Murray al Lons Oak
Maylietd at Marshall County
Ballard Memorial M South Fulton, T
Futon City at Gleason, Tern,
Fulton County at Reidlane

2005 TIGER STA
Murray
Opponents

00
14

OC
07

00
07

06

TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
11
18
47-169
38
81
12-3-1
4-1
230
4-1
6-37

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Carap-Att-Int
Teal Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards

liswwww Sumencs ,

Neenso — Wilson 20-95. Glynn
56, King 1-14, Herakett
Stephens 3-I,°Mend 5-0

Sell Maim St.• 753-5$42

TV Schedule
AP

X-rays of Vince Young's throwing hand were negative after the Titans' rookie QB injured it during
Wednesday's practice
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that We're young"

RAMO — Garland 4-10-1 61
PlaCerreM — Darcus 1-50, King 14
Glynn 1-1

Young hurts throwing hand on helmet
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Vince Young gave the Tennessee
Titans — and himself — a scare
Wednesday when the back of his
throwing hand slammed against a
helmet during practice.
Young was examined on the field,
then walked off for X-rays and did
not return to practice. Coach Jeff
Fisher said he wasn't too concerned,
because the preliminary examination
on the field indicated only a bruise.
"He's going to be all right. X-rays
were negative." Fisher said. "He's
going to have a sore hand, and we

nal caller on this end of the state.
"He threw the ball real welj,
against us last year and hurt us
with his arm," Edwards saici_
"He's the type of quarterbade
that throws the perfect ball,
tight spiral."
But Edwards feels pretty confident in the fact that he was ablo ,
to plug some holes in the see, ,
ondary during the offseason,.,
namely with the help of Taylor.,
Pierce and Tyler Holzschuh.
"I think our corner positions,
are pretty good," Edwards,
added. "In fact, I would say our
corner positions graded out the
best against Dyer County.
"Pierce and
Holzschuti
understand their assignments;
they understand their reads. And
it's possible in our scheme that
the cornerback position is the.
most complex position on the
team."
Edwards said the complexitSt
comes more from playing deep:
in third-down situations.
"To play corner for us, you
have to understand football; be2'
able to be a good student of the
game,- he said.
Still, Edwards knows putting
a young team on the field this.
year means some early-season
growing pains with players that
may not make all the right plays.
But the coach knows "every tep.
is increasing varsity game experience."
,
"We have to be patient and
understand we are young in a lot
of positions. It's very hard for
me to say that because I'm not a
patient person," Edwards said.
"I hope the seniors understand
when I sit there and tell the team,
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Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomeandauto.com
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT

Today
GOLF
12:30 p.m.
TGC — Nationwide Tour. Pete Dye
Classic first round. at Bridgeport.
W Va
1 p.m.
ESPN — PGA TounWGC, Bridgestone
Invitational, first round, at Akron. Ohio
3 p.m.
TGC — USGA, U S Amateur, third
round. at Chaska. Minn
5 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour. The
Tradition, first round, at Aloha, Ore
9:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA TOW. Reno-Tahoe Open. •
first round, at Reno, Nay (same-day 7
tape)
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — World Series. International t
semifinal. Kawaguchi City, Japan vs
•
Dhahran. Saudi Arabia, at
Williamsport Pa.
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — World Series U S semifinal, ,
Portsmouth, N H vs Columbus. Ga at
te:
Williamsport Pa
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
110 p.m.
WON
Philadelphia at Chicago Cube id
,
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — St Louis at N V Mets
NFL
.49
7 p.m.
Ihi
FOX — Preseason. Miami at Carolina
TENNIS
P4
Noon
ESPN2 — ATRWTA Tour, Plot Pen, ,
women's quarterfinal. at New Haven. 0:
Conn
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATPWTA TOUr, Pilot Pen.54
wornen's quederfinal, at New Haven,
Conn. (sarne-dey blips)
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
MSU theatre department announces 2006-07 season
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The Department of Theatre and
Dance has announced the productions
offered to Murray and the surrounding communities for the next academic year.
Titles of upcoming shows include
the musical theatre production of Damn
Yankees and a play by the comic genius
Steve Martin.
Picasso at the Lapin Agile will
open the season. This intriguing play
pits Albert Einstein against the famous
artist Pablo Picasso. You'll laugh as
Steve Martin takes us into the realm
of "relativity versus art." The show
runs Sept. 28 through Oct. 1 in the

Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Damn Yankees will run Nov. 1619 in the Johnson Theatre. This
wonderful musical written by George
Abbott, Douglass Wallop, Richard
Adler and Jerry Ross, is produced
with the Department of Music at Murray State University.
Come sing along to songs such
as "Heart", "Those Were the Good
Old Days" and "What Lola Wants"
as you watch Joe Body outsmart the
Devil to help his team win the pennant. This fast-paced and devilishly
clever musical has an all-American
subject matter at its heart.

Betrayal by Harold Pinter will be
held in the Wilson Hall Studio Theatre Nov. 30-Dec. 2 and Dec. 7-9.
Bob Valentine directs this modern
classic about two men and their relationship with one woman. Mr. Pinter takes the audience backwards
through time as we see the relationships develop and end.
Pocahontas will be presented for
the children in our area. This Aurand
Harris play tells the classic tale of
Captain John Smith and the American settlers who come face to face
with the Native Americans. Pocahontas will run Feb. 12-15, 2007 in

Lovett Auditorium.
Miss Julie will be presented in the
Wilson Hall Studio Theatre Feb. 2224 and March 1-3. August Strindberg's play about a countess and her
stable man is a timeless classic about
the social conflicts between the classes. Extremely controversial in its
time, this play will still make the
audience choose who is most at fault
in their ill-fated relationship.
Dr. Faustus will be presented in
the Johnson Theatre April 12-15. Written by Christopher Marlowe (a friend
of William Shakespeare), this Renaissance play puts man against the under-

world. Join us to see who wins this
infamous battle.
The Spring Dance event will be
held in Johnson Theatre May 3-6. Once
again, the Department of Theatre and
Dance is proud to present the work
of the students who make their statements through movement. Join them
as they present another interesting
and diverse evening of dance, music
and movement.
For information, season ticket orders
and curtain times, please contact the
department of theatre and dance at
Murray State University by calling 809442 I .

Regional
'Idol'
search is
Aug. 27

Paducah Symphony
Orchestra announces
new season of music
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Pad- and Larry Gatlin, to name a
ucah Symphony Orchestra few. Yesterday, a tribute band,
announces its 2006-2007 sea- is a Las Vegas based group.
son. The flagship Classical From mop-top hairdos, to psyseries, under the direction of chedelic costumes, this band
Maestro Jordan Tang, will fea- looks and sounds remarkably
ture appearances by renowned like the original Beatles thempianist, Angela Kim, perform- selves.
ing Beethoven's "Emperor"
Bradley Almquist and the
concerto; violinist David Kim Symphony chorus will perform
performing Tchaikovsky's vio- on the Holiday Pops this year.
lin concerto; and appearances Joined by soloist, Barbi McCulby the Paducah Symphony Cho- loch, the chorus will perform
rus as well as the winners of holiday favorites from the goldthe 2007 Young Artist Com- en age of music of popular
music, and include selections
petition.
Orchestral works highlight- like Chestnuts Roasting Over
ed in the season include and Open Fire, White ChristShostakovich's Symphony no. mas, among others.
The Symphony Children's
5; Mozart's Divertimento in F:
Saint Saens Symphony no. 3 Chorus will produce and pres("Organ") and the awe-inspir- ent a concert especially for
ing choral anthology "Carmi- young children and families
na burana" by composer Carl entitled "'Twas the Night before
Christmas". Joined by Santa
Orff.
Conductor Mae Berkowitz and Mrs. Claus, the children's
will join the Paducah Pops again chorus will sing and act to the
this season for the Opening beloved story by Clement C.
Night program entitled "Music Moore, and Santa will make
of the Movies" with pianist Rich an appearance for photos in
Ridenour, and for the Valen- the lobby. Audience will be
tine's concert "Yesterday - A treated to cookies and milk
tribute to the Beatles". Rich following the performance.
information
Subscription
Ridenour, a seasoned concert
and pops pianist and pops con- may be obtained by contactductor, has performed with sym- ing the Paducah Symphony
phony orchestras around the Orchestra Monday through Fricountry. He has also accom- day at (270) 444-0065 or 800panied for artists such as Carol 738-3727. Single tickets for
Lawrence, Smokey Robinson all shows are currently on sale.

Photo provided
WEAVING ISN'T JUST FOR WOMEN!: It is an art that can be enjoyed by men, women
and children of all ages as demonstrated by Murray Art Guild member Absalom "Abby"
Finley. Finley is an accomplished weaver and always ready to lend a helping hand at the
loom. The Murray Art Guild has announced plans to offer "Weave a Rag Rug in a Day"
workshops throughout the month of September. The activity is offered on either
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday or Saturday, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., on a first come, first
serve basis and by appointment only. The fee is $15 for guild members and $20 for nonmembers. All materials are provided with a choice of color combinations. Mary Cates
and Eileen Wirsig will provide instruction. Participation is limited and no previous weaving experience is required. Call 753-4059 for registration and information.

PAD CALI. F —The 2006
Regional Idolsearch competition
will be held at Kentucky Oaks
Mall on Aug. 27, with registration at 11 a.m. and competitions at I p.m.
The Regional ldolsearch is
a singing competition with the
winner receiving a guaranteed
audition for "American Idol"
in Memphis. Tenn., on Sept.
3. "American Idol" returns in
January to the FOX television
network.
The grand prize includes
hotel accommodations in Memphis. The guaranteed audition
allows the local winner to perform before the producers of
American Idol. If they impress
the producers, they will be
called back later to perform
before "American Idol" judgesRandy Jackson, Paula Abdul and
Simon Cowell.
The contest is open to the
first 75 qualified contestants
to register at the nth on the
day of the competition. To be
qualified, individuals must be
between the ages of 16-28 as
of Aug. 6, and must be legal
residents living in the FOX 23
KBSI viewing area.
For a complete list of rules
visit
qualifications,
and
www.kbsi23.com.
The event is free of charge
and is open to the public.

Award-winning film for students is about local Civil War forts

42

one

DOVER, Tenn. — Kids
always have heroes, but you'd
never think that they'd chose
a Civil War soldier or nurse,
or even a runaway slave as a
hero, now would you? Well,
you might if you were an elementary or middle school student who has seen Fort Donelson: A Place for Heroes, a new
film created by the Tennessee
Renaissance Center, Dickson,
Tennessee, and the Park Ranger
staff at Fort Donelson National Battlefield.
This 22-minute film for students is now available for loan
to classrooms across the nation.
Comments from teachers and
students who've seen the film
have been overwhelmingly positive. Just this past year, the
film was even awarded the
Keeper of the Light Award for
Interpretive Media, the highest
honor bestowed by the National Park Service's Division of

Education & Interpretation for
the Southeast Region. "This
award means so much to the
park staff members who struggled to secure funding and
thought the idea to develop a
film about Fort Donelson for
schoolchildren was just a
dream," said Park Superintendent Steven McCoy.
The partnership with the Tennessee Renaissance Center
began in 2001. Producer David
Van Hooser and Production
Manager Ken Tucker worked
with the park staff to write
Makand develop the film.
ing a film about a national
park isn't a new idea—but it
is if you're trying to promote
American heroes and how their
stories intertwine with the 1862
battles at Forts Henry, Heiman,
and Donelson.
In addition, the park staff
wanted a film that was "fastpaced, packed with informa-

tion, but one that left kids with
a sense of purpose about Fort
Donelson. We had to provide
an answer for that question:
so why do I need to know
about this Civil War battle?"
according to Park Ranger Susan
Hawkins. Hawkins, along with
fellow Park Ranger Deborah
Austin, had the idea for this
film, but didn't think that it
would ever be produced. Luckily. with generous funding support from the Jackson Foundation and a 2003 Parks As

Classrooms grant, plus patience
and expertise from the producers at the Tennessee Renaissance
Center, this idea finally became
a reality."We have strong desire
to offer a well-balanced park
program. and this video augments our programming. It's
certainly nice to know that we
were part of a process that
will keep history alive in our
schools," said Park Ranger
Austin.
This film is just one part
of the park's comprehensive

programming called Parks As
Classrooms. This National Park
Service program, launched in
2002, has three components:
traveling trunks, Ranger programs at the battlefield, and
of course, the 22-minute video.
Last year, the battlefield added
Parks in Classrooms, offering
another avenue for schools to
connect students to the park's
resources and history. With
Parks in Classrooms, Park
Rangers visit classrooms and
help students learn more about

the battlefield by exploring topics like Civil War history,
Underground Railroad stories,
and soldier life. Programs are
interactive, curriculum-based,
and developed in cooperation
with local teachers.
Fort Donelson: A Place for
Heroes, curriculum materials.
and Ranger Programs are free
and available upon request. If
interested in scheduling a program or Ranger visit to your
classroom, contact the Education Staff at (931) 232-5706.
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Accidents happen.
Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!
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illth • Morriss • 270-159.47110
www tampbellrealty c•ew

If your fender gets crumpled and your nerves get rumpled,
it's good to know that you and your car are covered by
Shelter Insurance'. From collision to comprehensive to
medical care for you or the other person, we offer a variety
of coverage to protect you when the going gets rough.

75% OFF
Giftware Clearance

50% OFF
Perennial Flowers & Tropicals

25% OFF
All Trees & Shrubs

BONI LOSE 'YOUR COOL!
FE REPAIR AIR CONDITIONERS!
Also Alternator & Starter RePaIre, Brakes.
Tires 8. General Maintenance

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

HOLLAND TIRE
96 East Main Street• Murray •753-5606
Seek Shelter Miley'

Xewt4Edi1 Ce•-tejrcriNairdwy,free.-te."
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
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Noise
Persona.
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Loa And Found
Help Weniod
PusBion Wooled
Domestic III Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
APPeance Farts
Want To Buy
ArUclos For Salo
Appliances
Horne Furnionings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
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030
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130
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160
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Eipaprivirs
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Noble Home Lots For Sale
Nobles Homes For Salo
WPM Homes For Rent
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Business Rentals
Aperormres For Rent
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Land For Rent or Lease
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Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
• Fax: 753-1927
p.m.
a.m.-5
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30

Happy
Birthday

060

060
Hein Warned
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Advertising Sales
- Position Available The Murray I.edger & rinses has a lull-tune retail adkertising
sales position as ailable immediately.
If you have a proven track record in sales, enjoy working with
the public. are ninti‘ated to cans. love a challenge and have high
energy - you could be the sales representative we're looking for.
Job responsibilities include working with established local busi
nesse% to develop advertising plans and developing new business
641 Trade Day
Every Saturday.
Spaces available. For
info, call
(270)492-8093.
birthday
FORGET
cakes. Send someone
a mom made cobbler.
Sandra D's 94E
293-3816

accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plan's. salary plus
,ommission, are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Interested applicants must apply by resume only:
Interviews will be granted to qualified applicants
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutel no
on-the-spot interviews will be conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Rox 1040-T
Murray. KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Emploet

SHINING Stars Village,
a non-profit community
center, needs a pool
table and ping-pong
table To donate or for
information, call
270-759-0010
UPPERCUTS
Perm Special. $35
Highlights: $25
Acrylic Full Set: $20
Fill: $12
Facials: $7
Eyebrow Wax: $5
Also Solar Nails &
Pedicures.
1104 Story Ave.
753-2887
WELCOME MSU studentsl Free dnnk with
student ID (1 per student) Sandra D's,
293-3816, 94 East

PSYCHIC Readings.
Advice, help on al
problems of life. Mrs.
Ann. 270-767-0508

FOUND close to inter
Coles
of
section
and
Campground
8/20
Airport Rds
female Chocolate Lab
Very chunky & fnendly
Right eye is clouded
759-1782
JUST glve us a call.
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST 8/19: black wallet near Chen Theaters
in Murray It found,
please return Reward
753-7157

Now accepting
applications. Full
and part time
shifts available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
EOE
BUSY Bee's Child
Care is now hiring
FT/PT teachers. Apply
in person at 350
Utterback Rd . Murray.

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murra.
No phone calls.

WANTED:
no 'oil haw an experience in
collections? Work for a finance
compat” or related business?
Collection manauer needed 1ti
for a large loan portfolio. 401K. full
health Iwnents. salary plus bonus.
ax resume to: 270-753-2922.

Help Warded

Request for Applications
Calloway County Day Treatment
Secretary or Administrative Assistant
& Technology Support
CALLO WAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Calloway County School System is accepting applications for the position of full-time
or
Secretary
Treatment Center
Day
& Technology
Assistant
Administrative
Support. The position requires above average
secretarial and technology skills. This individual will be responsible for financial records,
data entry and general office duties as well as
facilitating all technology in the building.
Applicants must enjoy working with a variety
of individuals and have the ability to process
multiple work assignments. Salary will commensurate with education and experience from
salary schedule. Excellent fringe benefits.
Applications may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, or by calling (270) 762-7300.
Return cover letter, complete classified application and resume to Calloway Board of
Education, ATTN: DTC Secretary or
& Technology
Assistant
Administrative
Support, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071. All completed applications must be
received in the board of education office no
later than Thursday. August 31, 2006. The
Calloway County Board of EducatiOlP is an
Equal Education and Employer Institution.

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Physical Therapist for our Home Health
Agency and our skilled nursing facility.
Part-time and full-time positions are available. Flexible schedules also are available.

REWARD: $500 cash.
no questions asked.
LOST 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab,
disappeared 8/06
around 5,30p.m ,
Beach4d. Kirksey
area, anng orange
collar-W/I.D tags.
489-2950. 293-8578.
293-8579

Lost and Found

Help Waited

PHYSICAL THERAPIST

Lost and Found

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

060

060
Help %Wiled

Interested candidates must be a Registered
Physical Therapist and licensed in the
State of Tennessee. New grads are welcome.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus, health,
vision, dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply
In person.

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

Registered Nurse
kill time in Critical Care Unit
7 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift
JPMC offers an excellent benefit packagc
salary, and differentials.
Interested candidates should send resumes tr,

Purchase
e Jackson
Medical Center
ittn: Human Resources Department
1099 11edical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(Fax: 270-251-44431
EOE M/V/F/D

wanted INTEGRITY
DANCERS
Friday. Employment Solutions
Thursday.
Saturday nights 7PM- has openings for warePurple house workers Call
lAM. The
Building Must be at (270)395-0342
least 21 759-2153,
MYERS Lumber needs
270-293-2068
an expenenced. selfperDAY shift only Apply in motivated sales
cabinet
person at Subway. 622 son/kitchen
designer. Computer
N 12th, Murray
skills are required
FLORAL Designer,
Knowledge of bluehelpful.
is
25-30 hours per week.
prints
minimum 1 year proAttention to detail and
fessional design expeexcellent people skills
rience. great wodcing
are essential WIN train
environment. Apply at
Pay plus commission
Red Barn Gift Shop or
Send resume to or
mail resume to 5173
apply in person at 500
AT 94 West. Murray
S 4th St. Murray Ask
No phone calls plekco
In, Donnie

VISA

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

GlenDi Inc.
Murray, KY

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
CARPENTERS &
PRE-ENGINEERED METAL
BUILDING ERECTORS
Needed for projects in Western KY. Must
have experience In industrial & commerrequired.
screen
work. Drug
cial
Competitive pay and benefits, including
medical insurance and 401k. If interested,
call 270-753-7854) and ask for Chris Clark
or if unavailable leave message

MARK
diaisitwebas dlr.

Check us out on the Web?

401 Industrial Road
Murray. KY 42071

www.murrayiedgetcom

Equal Opportunity. F.mplover

September 10, 2006
Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 9, 2006
Single Space -$1L00
use mom tku two Metres per picture,

'11

Double Space - $18.00
(MAXIMUM 20
WORDS)
Seed payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name of
child, and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to:
Parker & Madison Hobbs
Grandparents
Donnie & Linda Parker
JUrtIOF & Barbara Hobbs
Tillie Geunn
Betty Hobbs

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Ii

DEADLINE IS
SEPT. 6(5 P.M.)

060

150
Articles
For Sale

Help Weripti
PART time or full time
at Shane Lee. Will
train. Apply in person at
308 Main St.
PT vending attendar
Worm
will
needed
evenings, perfect I,
retired person Pleas.
call 270-366-6641
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resyme to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
STYLIST needed for
growing salon.
767-0000
090
Damask a Childcare
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
cleaning
HOUSE
Linda 759-9553
Panda's
MANDA
Furicare has openings
in her home. Looking
for children of any age.
Great at home setting.
One of the cheapest
home daycares. Call
753-7031 or 293-5212.
Precious Moments
child care: Openings
for infants thru 5 years,
ten minutes from
Murray. child care area
set up for fun. safety &
learning, big fenced in
back yard. excellent
references 489-2699

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service repairs
759.3556

[
111211
Wsnt lo Bey
ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING funk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376.
2934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.

GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners.
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
NN

SOLID oak cabinet,
$250 OBO. Computer
desk, $20 firm. Broyhill
coffee table, $40. Call
759-5322

NTH):

SC R kP CARS
CALL MA

AUTO PARTS
753-5500
-w ILI. PICK 1.'14

buildings.
STEEL
Factory participation
30x40.
discounts.
150x300.
270-978-0413

150
Articles
For Saki

6,
4

(2) Propane gas tanks
(1) 500 gallon, 125 gallons of gas included
$650.00 (1) 1,000 gallon, 200 gallons of gas
included $1,300
Great shape
(270)437-3902
hardwood
AGED
mulch, $10 per scoop.
5 mi. N Murray, right on
Stewart Cemetery Dr.
Look for sign. Ph.
227-4325/227-2590
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax, Stan, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions,
HD
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
by
CRTs. Brands
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers /1 TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
OFFICE desk. washer
& dryer, '92 Cougar,
misc. items. 753-4109
PLAYSTATION I & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection. Great
Prices' 753-0530
SHARP black leather
saddle, silver grommets,
Australian/Western
crossover *whom. 1r
Aussie/15" Western
suede seat. been used
three times, excellent
condition. $400 obo
Call 753-9342,
978-0873
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
ail Terrell Ttdrrvetl

753-9075
(270)227-2193
VERONA 12 gauge
auto shotgun, excellent
condition, $250 OBO.
767-0261

. Select:.-.n
Lard,
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
USED Kenmore washer & dryer. Good working condition. $125 for
both. 753-2503
WASHER & dryer $100
each. Stove $150,
fridge $200. Very nice
731-571-8304

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
limes
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls
260
Babas Hone Lots For Salo
4 lots on family resort
voth free boat access to
lake. Lots reduced from
$10,000 to $8,400
Water, electric, and
sewer. 227-0406
COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $10.500
753-6012

2BR mobile home and
lot. $12,500 753-6012
WOW! 4 Bedroom 2
Bath Singlewide only
526.9950! Call now',
7314944109

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Saturday, August 26, 2006 • 10 a.m.
At the home of Mrs. Caroline 1Rodden
1612 Keenland, Murray, KY
Just off South 16th St. Watch for auction signs.

4111•1Milr

Absolute

Nice fold-up rocker - Duncan Phyfe tier table - glider stool - wall
mirror - nice odd dresser - spindle back rocker - nice signed, some
numbered prints - queen bed w/high headboard & night stand - nice
chifferobe - desk chair & knee hole desk - twin waterbed - queen
waterbed - 2 white bedside tables, dresser & bed - wingback chair drop leaf desk - reading lamp - nice table w/pads & 6 chairs - glass
door china cabinet - odd china cabinet - entertainment center - nice
corner sectional - Art Linkletter contour chair - silver trays - card
table & 4 chairs - lot of books- hand painted plates - electric sewing
machine - hanging light - wall pictures - old movie projector & lights
- Kodak movie camera - Norman Rockwell plate - linens - tablecloths - silk handkerchiefs - quilt rack - color t.v. - satin glass vanity lamps - floor lamp - 3 piece dresser set from France - hand painted table lamp - CD's & CD player - brush & mirror dresser set - lot
ofcostume jewelry - lathes watches. L.P. records - hand painted cardinal tray - VCR player/recorder - VCR tapes - electric check writer
- doc scales - baby monitor - toss pillows - small kitchen appliances
- set of stainless flatware - etched stem glasses- silverplate flatware
- 8 place setting of Noritake Mayflower pottery, extra pieces - old
creamer - Correlle pieces - baking dishes - measuring cup set - other
glass & china - canister set - butcher knife set - milkglass - Pyrex
mixing bowl set - Corningware - (2) Griswalt skillets - Revere pots
& pans. paper weights - what not items - mantel vases - Sunbeam
gas grill - quilt box - green wing back chair - iron floor lamp - old
glass door pie safe - old dresser w/large mirror - nice old 1 man saw
- hand saws - pressure spray - camcorder- 15' Craftsman frost free
freezer - 16" frost free Sears Coldspot refrigerator - leaf blower small stereo - hand & yard tools & much more.
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of
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Leaf Warms Satameet Noidicialoo la govea that elk po.,
may prestea exposure to least based pool

CA

HUNTERS:ABUNDANCE OF WiLDIIFE-WATERFOWL,DEER dr TURKEY
REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract I' 3.752 Acre Building Tract Corner Of Nanny Neal Rd. & Hwy.
1346, Tract 2* 28.504 Acres Open Productive Farmland & Timberland On Corner Hwy. 1346 &
Nanny Neal Rd. Tract 3* 98.069 Acres Open Bottom Farmland And Timberland Bordering Fast

"
Ctisl. II Ploys.

Auction

September 9*,nab@ 104114-46116

iCOLDWATER COMMUNITY)From Murray
LOCATION: 523 Sletid Drive, Many.
Take 121 North 7.1 Miles To Biwell Cemetery Rd., Turn Left Go 0.6 Mile To Sledd Dr., Bear
Left 0.3 Mile To Property Sivu Postoe.'

NORTHWEST CALLOWAY CO. BUILDING SITES, MINI-FARM TRACTS, LEVEL TO
GE,NTLY ROUJNG CROP LAND. IN HIGH STATE OF CROP PRODUCTION.
REAL ESTATE:TRACT I* -3 Bedroom. I-1(2 Story Home Featuring Living Room, Kitchen
& Dining Combination. I Bath, NiCirrarage, Central Heat & Air, Setting On A Nice Shaded
1.00 Acre Lot TRACT r 3.37 Acres With Barn and Wooded Balding Tract TRACT 3° 356
Acres'TRACT 4* 2.89 Acres TRACT 3° 1.51 Acres Open Land TRACT 6* 2.03 ALTCS Corner
7.07
Lot TRACT 7° 2.77 Acres TRACTS" 4 14 Acres TRACTS" 7 13 Acres TRACT
Acres, TRACT II. 7.07 Acres.
SELLING SEPARAPIIntoronoe LAM).4,000 GALLON PROPANE TANK •
You May I/Sew The Property Anytime Prim' Ti The AISCIJOR Date By Contacting The Selling Agents.
OPEN HOUSE DATE: Tuesday, September 5th Between 5:00-7:06 PM
REAL ESTATE: 15* Down Du of Sale Balance in 30 Days. Make Your Inspection Prior To
Day Of Sale, Buyer Will Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Paint Waiver
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Cash or Check Day of Sale, With Proper Identification

RRIS
HA
Real Estate & Auction
2088 State Route 45 North • Mayfield. Kentucky 42066
Dale Ray Harris • Broker fi Auctioneer/ Michael Dale Harris
Ut

Realtor Ant !mincer

(270)247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318
Visit our website: www.hatusauctions.com

'r

"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"

gauge
cellar)
OBO
2005 Champion 16x80
3BR 2BA, vinyl siding
shingled roof, all appli
ances, wood deck, fac
tory warranty, Mus
sell. Call 270-978-2128
leave message.
AWESOME 38R 2BA
Doublewide with den,
fireplace, tilt windows &
more Only $62,999!!!
Call 731-584-9430
washwork125 for

SHARP 3 BEDROOM
Singlewide with fireplace only $24,999!!
Call now!!

731-584-9429
r$100
$150,
nice.

:k of
Of &

Homes For Rug
2 or 3 bedrooms 2
baths, kitchen, living
room, all electric.
2 or 3 bedrooms 1
large bath. Appliances
furnished for both.
489-2116
LARGE 3BR, $295.
753-6012

re
ails

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 Of 293-1480

kr Sib

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, 8 38R apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
1BR. all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starling at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, clean, quiet, no
pets, w/d hook up
270-492-8634

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

BARN apt. 3-br, 1 bath.
3 stalls, tack/wash
rooms, pasture. Hazel.
Curtis (731)498-6435
apartFURNISHED
bedroom,
ment, 1
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath, microwave and
television furnished
293-4065 We welcome
students.
Rentals
presentty has 182BR
apartments available 1
year lease 1 month
deposit. No pets Call
753-2905

GARLAND
resort
cess to
xl from
)113400
, and

set up
0

1 8 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Leave a message

270-753-1970

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

I Mr
ne arid
)-6012
oorn 2
e only
now!!

masts a cosixTnw.s complete

senkneem den {,t auytion
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Clark River, Portion OfTract Is In Marshall Co.• Calloway County Farm Service Agency Flinn
*6806 Having 813Tillable Acres. 2006 Bases Insluds-. 77 Acres Corn, 2.7 Acres Soybean, 1.8 Acres
Grain Sorghum,.8 Acre Of Wheat With A Direct Annual Payment OF$1,757.00 Dtillars.
AUC770N HELD AT4 SEASONS RF,STAURANT(AT 4 WAY STOP IN HARDIN, KY)

FOR MORI 151.0RM X I 10's CONTACT:

04 ailetieft
cp014 gaiii10(11 tutooneer & keal FAtate Broker
2011 Adloo 1.aor Panes,. 1N 38251
felephose i'31 i24/.3"&I
Doug laylor. Aorteonterlieoltor Ilk. Lk.I212'
Ikx, IA. OR/r21119 Finn 51712
"revise Made Amnon, 4re Rea,-

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10:00 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BUY ANY TRACE, COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
Call for detailed brochure or visit: www.harrisauctions.com
iwn day of sale balance in .10 days.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: I

EMTITE
IN timw REAL
tt, AITTIOTt

ell

5
193

press glass + depression glass + nesting bowl set +
otl lamps + granite pieces, stone pieces + preserves
stand + candy dishes + lots of Tupperware + pots &
pans + sewing notions + craft items + boxes of tabnc + punch bowl set + linens + old quilts + several
cookbooks + Mack's plant stand + costume jewelry
+ treadmill + 4 drawer chest + lots of box lots + sev eral boxes of canning Jars + much more
Not Responsible for Accidents
Leach Available

PRODUCTIVE CAI1DWAY COUNTY BOTIOM FARMLAND,
PEACEFUL HIGH RIDGE BUILDING SITE
FARM BORDERS FAST FORK CLARKS RIVER
A MUST SEE FARM IN CALLOWAY AND MARSHALL CO.

„knm

laS

SELLS
AT I 1 30 AM
TERMS & CONDITIONS 1091 down day of auction, balance within 30 days with passing ot deed
f P,j•,,2, PP."..3 Pi V LISTING
China cabinet + dinette set w/4 chairs + red Soy table
+ Whirlpool washer + Sears dryer + upright treent.
25 cu. ft + oak chtfferobe wirturror & drawers + 50
pc. cast Iron + cake stands + rooster collection +
Waterfront Real Estate REAL ESTATE

OM

BC)

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 ILM.-12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375

Call Today!
753-8688.

*
*
*
*

28R. BS Rentals
759-4696
38R with central

gas
heat 106 S 13th,
$600/mo Lease and

deposit required. No
pets. 270-519-2699
38R. IBA, close to
MSU 318-349-5877,
270-293-9941

Dam/Knoths B-B-0, Take Hwy 917 NW 8 Miles

APOATAirdrar fflif/g,Parr

IL.if...s-!Afire yar

CONSTRUCTION - FARM ITEMS: Case DH4-DSL4x4

Saturday, August 26 - 10:00AM

*
*
*
*

1303 ELM STREET BENTON, KY
Living Estate OfMartha C. Draffen

*
*
*

* Iron Tea Kettle; Vanity Lamps W/Prisms; 2 Old Quilts; Costume,:
For Info On Equip Call David Anderson
*
* Turq.& Sterling Jewelry; Sewing Items & Material; 100's Of Figu- * Office 270-362-8901 Home 270-362-4574
*
sirit ww-Jannraessoricaash_corrs
* rifles; Pots; Pans; Dishes; Lamps; Linens; Several Box Lots; House &:
For- Picture's 114 ElheNtaallsill
Sheds Are Full So Bring A Chair And Join Is For This Big Sale! :
*
*
*
.com

R. CASH
JAMES
i.! :. i.,.,,,,..,„y-,-,•.„.::-... ,c

Pictures Online: www.austinauctionservice

*

**
******************************************
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SERVICE

270-705-4859
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ry,i/ CriagfefOlieltremiteldiel
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

4BR
2BA in Hazel, KY
$650/mo. First, last 8
required.
deposit
Available on Sept. 1.
270-492-8108
HOME for rent:

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

NICE brick house.
2BR, IBA. 5 blocks
from university. New
w/d.
appliances.
$550/mo. plus utilities
and deposit. No pets.
(270)753-2558.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

360

753-7668

rsiticsi Prop. For Rsnt
Col na
lE

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252. 753-0606

NEON BEACH 1
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

Sat. September 9th AT 10:00 A.M.
film Cindy Duncan Protterty"
3045 Reelbtad - Near Murray, KY
Northeast Calloway County
"7"he Moo Community"
From Murray Take Hwy 641 North To The New Hwy 804
Lane Proceed NE 10 Miles To Palestine Church Rd, Turn
Left And Proceed W 1/2 Mile To Redbud. Turn Left And
Proceed 1/2 Mile To Property

'-‘11wppami

-
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ce
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a.
How: Townhouse-0k le. feat:eel Sitapprot NO1 yor is
0 laid
kportentat on each floor with I Bedroom, I Bath. Inning Room

'.

Koctrn nrrefogerstor & range

And

Just 4.5 Mlles Southwest Of
Kan Lake State Park - Kentucky Lake
OPEN LAND - WOODED LAND
Nice Home Settings!
Groat For Ifoirsas - Cattle - Ituretilng
Tract 1 - 33.473 Acrtea
Tract 2 - 29.555 Acre's;
1
15% Down WM A fillinboune Roggen
Of $3,000.00 Per Tract, lielsose lb SS Slays

0 5114 Vnits were remodeled apprio 5 years ago w/new nepnrate
net.
.ndered breaker oOM,new CUSTOM SSISTVellL, TOM
ti
cn 1091 ,oncrete front porch. new blacktop dIve & paring
new f01111(1101011, new 'ever Imes and mans ode, amends,
rallor 's Wekime
nectlaseer's Neste: Enough room on lot tor seethe.
cc 4upletAnonholot
whip
ct. Term ef Aseties: 1 3% &nowt chi of isehon. balance with,/

0 tn days A Ita has,, prermum soil o added to die final tad arto
re 'whaled In the total contract price Announcernentn day ot ata
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1E6 -.5 AUCTIONEER
FARM 270-623-8466 R
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753-3853

•-)0MES •.3200 SO ET • 5 OR 6 BEDROOM
Attention investors
1 Homes • Lange City Tract • 4 Rental Units
tl
Separate Metered Electric. Near the University,
4 Hospitals, Middle School .4 More. $1,300.00 Ran,
a Potential
Louisville, KY Owner Says Sell
a
I. reel How Appron 2210 win in tho mi li,Ydryooro I
a. Story Family-Style Home writ apron 1600 sq ft. 1 Bedrooms
0 And 2 Bade on the Man Floor and a I Bedroom. I Bah
a Viartsrm on the Second Hots The Main Fknor features A•1 3

0

296 Famuli Room with spas log fireplace a•12; 126 Lai
In Kitchen %/refrigerator & range fumwhed. Ist Bedroom
9 256 911 Bedroom. or
•115 1. 1111 . 2nd Bedroom as cli
Bonus Room, is appron 13 n 146 - with little modrficabon a 4411
renal. 2 Hill Baths
student
for
unlired
he
could
Area
Retronen
Ut nearby aid a .13 5 756 1 [Mt. Room walks ‘nit to a •20
ft Covered Pane The l pstairs Apartment features I
2,
Bedroom, I Rath. Loing Room and kochen whrfogeritm it

In 2 Tracts And Combined

.
.,

0
CC
0

0

63-028 ACRES

-

:.8466 ,JR

0 Thursday, Aug. 31st•7:07 PM
in
421 S. 8th St.. Murray, KY
RARE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

www.austinauctionservice.com

360
uoss For Root

r4 .1.N.: 2.70 62
kl.,,..;.,.;
Fi

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER

Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

stove, refrigerator, w/d hookup, central
H/A, 8550 mo. 1 mo.
deposit. 12 !T1O. lease
No pets. 753-2259
527-8174

Saturday, August 26th, 2006
10:00 MA - Regardless Of Weather
David Andersen -Naar Grand Rivers, KY
Lake City, KY At The lulu Community
From 1-24, Exit 31, Take Hwy 453 SE To Hwy
62-641, Proceed NE Thru Lake City To Barkley

Trencher,7' Pr Trencher,Frt Backhoe Attach.Frt
Push Blade • Case 980B Trackhoe. 25' Reach,
30" Bucket, 30" Pads • Reynolds 12 Yard Dirt Pan
Cat D7 Dozer, 11' Hyd Blade. Direct Start. Rops•
Cutting Blade For D7 Dozer • Root Rake
Attachments • 20' Single Axle Lo Boy Trailer, 7
Hyd Loading Ramps•Trailmobile 45'Storage Van
Trailer • KW Twin Screw Day Cab Road Tractor.
Cat Eng, 10 Speed • AC 7580 4 WD Cab Tractor.
3 Pt Hitch • IH 1586 Cab Tractor
* Euro: Maple 2Pc. Hutch; 2Pc. Pine Hutch; Lg. Oak China Cabinet/: Dls, 3 Remotes,
w/Loader• 181586 For Parts•8'- 3 PI Box Blade
*
*
MirHall
Walnut
Ant.
Cabinet;
Curio
Desk;
Kneehole
Maple
Hutch;
*
• IH 18' Wing Fold Disc • 5 Btm Plow • Midland
: 4W6 Lift Pump w/4 Cyl Eng • 2- 15' Bat Wing
* ror; 1920's Deco Mirror; Ant. Walnut Washstand; Ant. Kitchen CabiCutters • Loader Buckets • 500 Gal Fuel Tank
*
* net; 2 Dnv. Mahogany Server; Vint. Curly Maple Sewing Stand; 4Pc. * Fuel Tank w/Elec Pump • Kohler Generator •
1 LOTS OF MISCELLANEOUS! RECREATIONAL
Suit; Pore. Top Drop Leaf Kitchen Table; 2 Walnut Viet.:
*
ITEMS: 24' Winnebago Motor Home • Chevy Mark
* Maple Bed.
*
RockUph.
Sofa;
Broyhill
Tables;
III Conversion Van • Honda 750 Shadow
Prim.
Chest;
Cedar
* Dining Chairs;
•
* ers; Maytag Washer; Whirlpool Dryer; Se% eral Bookshelves; Small : Motorcycle • Kawasaki KZ 1000 Motorcycle
Yamaha YZ 400 Dirt Bike • Honda CR8OR Dirt
*
Doo
Sea
3
Bike
*
•
Dirt
Bike • Honda CR125
Tables & Stools; Chests; Metal Cabinets; Stereo & More!
*
& Sea Doo Trailer • Apache
*
Flatware Set; Fenton; : Bombariers
Frames;
Pic.
Old
Prints;
Holland
Ken
Misc:
Fiberglass Pop Up Camper TRUCKS: C-65 Chevy
*
: w/10' Gravel Dump •GMC Service Pickup •
* McCoy; Head Vase; Compotes; Currier & Ives Lamps; Jadite Mixing
1 Ton Service Truck. Needs Trans
*
* Chevy
Cast
Marbles;
Items;
Plate
Silver
Glasses;
MR. ANDERSON HAS SOLD HIS FARM!!
* Bowl; 2 Box Sets Gulf Oil

A8F

2BR.

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

** * ******* *

Storm Rent*

2BR. IBA, 5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826
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ESTAT'E AUCTION

753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

-

.5.1L.

2088 S . Rt. 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270)247-3253•800-380-4318
Visit ou Website. wsiew.harnsauctions.com

111006

IT
)Y'S
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TRACT /2- Selling Joining lot separately Ibis is
a great opportunity to buy lake trout property.

UCill:

SEASONS RESTAURANT
r•tit ILA snit'IV 114M10%. ATt

A Lvader trt Land klarketmg

'dings.
ipation
30x40,

WAgnallealff REAL ESTATE_ 1350 sq tt
°I1.01111401111111/18.3h_._ bqo des kitchen.
Mt baramost rib I/1 hue am uuii
disag,
ty room, large st-rweallisle& peak central hen
& au, public water, adial gm sat aqui. tank
This proptaty PUN TVA.Just 2505.00 ICY 1_41.0

ATTENTION: FARMERS,TIMBER BUYERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

es

3binet,
pouter
3royhill
0. Call

Pans Landing, 12 miles to Ead Antioch Rd..
turn right, go 1.7 mike to Chudcwood Dr..
turn loft go .04 mbes to auction. Signs will be
posted.
Soiling Reel Estate and personal gwotherly for
the Ruby Inez Raw!Estee*
lflall our sietaile:
110111101101111091110211.9001

Murray. KY tA 41 North 9 Mans
Fano Lamossis Hwy. 1.346 & Nasal Neal ILA DEXTER.KENTUCKYKYFrost
Roosevelt Rsl.(Hwy. I 34r, (..0,10,.. 1.2 Milesio Faints Pam HARDIN, ea Hwy.641& Hwy.402/110 tato Hwy.641
South I.' Midas to itsarseseil KT ilwc.1346)00 use 1-2 Miles to Farm Seirs• Psnole

,1.1 • 1 11//SAISKIHRESI
.
RENTucA
'it RH IV

lute

Land Auction

Saturday, August 26th, 2006 at 10:00 AM

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY I). PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Lieewied & Bonded in KY & Tenn. 4128 Firm 2333

dun.I

SATURDAY, AUG. 26, 2006•POD AM
SPRINGVILLE, TN - 385 Chuckwood Dr.
From Parts, Tn. take Hwy. 79 North, itsaWd

twecn: Hardin, KY & Murray, KY
LOCATED IN CALLOWAY & MARSHALL CO.

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

"Mn' Stir-rice

ESTATE AUCTION

11111111%11M FAME tt it(TIM

PUBLIC AUCTION

•n-r

Thursday, August 24, MOS • 55

1.1

A, 94911 4.1114. 4.'1\14 'N.
R3 I'S'
5•411.14L' I 114.11V.

s

COMMERCIAL or
retail 750 up to 3,000
sq ft. C/O/H, restrooms, plenty of parking, excellent location
near judicial building
404 N. 4th St. complex. 759-3772
SHOP or storage
building. 40x48', insulated, gas heat. $400
per month. Located at
406 Sunbury Circle.
Murray. Call
270-436-2935

REDUCED! 3 bed
room, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
sned. $210k 753-9212,
753-3992

30 acres tillable on
Terrapin Creek Rd,
NW Henry Co. Tn, will
divide. Call
(731)782-3330
after 6pm
4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783. 293-0541
5 acres 805 Short Rd.
Doubiewide & garage
519-2702, 492-8225,
435-4515
8 acres- Coles
Campground area, city
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781

MOVING IN
SALE
569 Bethel Rd.
Thur & Fri
8AM-?
Lithe Tyke car bed,
comforter set, all
clothes 50e.
Everything is
cheap!

14FT. goose neck
horse trailer w/sleeping
room, wired, insulated
with air conditioner &
refngerator. $2.000.
9 year old gated mare,
smooth & broke, $800.
4 year old gated gelding. has been trail ridden, needs finishing,
$500. 731-247-5909
36" small pony
270-753-2111

All Real Estate adver
Used in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
knowingly
will not
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

460
Hones For Sale
INSIDE AND
OUT SALE

3 bedroom 3 bath w/
garage, 24x24
detached garage, very
nice, east side of town
$124,500
270-978-1107

The Cake Lady
of Downtown
Murray
Fri & Sat

4 BR, 3 BA, 2.900 sq.
ft. home 4 mi, north of
Murray in North Villa.
Huge closets, 2-car
attached garage, large
deck, above-ground
pool, large corner lot.
Selling $10,000 below
appraisal at $196,000.
761-4558 or 293-6824.

7-2
Sinks, lettuce slicer,
collectible dishes,
silver trays, skis, life
jackets and more

THREE
HOUSEHOLD
YARD SALE
1000 POPLAR ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY 8AM
Furniture, electronics,
small appliances,
kitchenware, books,
movies, collectibles,
games, antiques,
craft and sewing
supplies, women's
clothing

For sale by owner
west ky
fsbowestky.com
FOR sale by owner: 3
bedroom bnck ranch in
quiet, family neighborhood. Murray school
district. Move-in ready
Pnced reduced
$129,900. Shown by
appointment only. Call
293-1100
OLDER home on 1.6
acres. Great fixer-uppper. Located in South
Hazel, TN on Hwy 641.
$35,000. Call 492-8514
or 731-247-5737 if no
answer, leave message.

CARPORT SALE
220
OAKCREST DR.
EAST Y
SUBDIVISION
Fri 7:00-5:00
Sat 7:00-1:00
Antiques, furniture,
clothes, misses,
plus, shoes, striae,
aquarium, kitchen,
lamps, much more
PORCH/YARD
SALE
1004 MAIN
FRI & SAT
7AM-1PM
Furniture, misc
most clothes 25e &
XXL, boys size
10-14, more items
placed out on
Saturday
CHEAP PRICES
Lots goodies!

Real EMI
Slop your
fiirecliisure! Sac
your home and/or
credit Ii 1(1.1%. Local
foreclo.ure (xperb
can help. 761-455S.
Haley Professional
Appraising
lor what it's worth'
2'0)759-4218

ESTATE
SALE
203 Rieman Rd
by East
Elementary
Fri 8/25 &
Sat 8/26
7AM-5PM
Something for
everyone Come
see!

YARD SALE
210 N. 13th St.
Fri & Sat •7AM-?
golf clubs, ceiling
fan, skill saw,
shoes, purses,
men's, women's &
children's clothes
(vanous sizes).
toys. household
items & other
misc

3 FAMILY
YARD
SALE
212 1st St.,
Almo
Fri & Sat
8AM-?

help
Promoting your Business?

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
505 SOUTH
13TH ST
FRI & SAT
7-7
Entertainment center.
ramps, end tables,
toddler bed, young
mons- misses- wornens & girls toddler
clothes, dishes, toys,
puzzles. books & etc

Pitbull
AMERICAN
Terrier puppies for sale
loving
animal
to
homes Different colors, male and female
Had first shots and
wormed. 492-8424
COCKATIEL birds. 12
weeks old. $60 each
270-436-5664,
270-436-2778
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
GOLDEN Retriever
puppies $150.00
Phone 227-5674 or
227-5701
JACK Russell pups, 6
weeks old, 2 males, 1
female, 270-489-6106
after 5.30.
270-752-0010. $75ea.
JACK Russell Terrier
puppies. Short legs,
smooth coat, registered, S&W. 489-2790
SIAMESE kittens,
shots & wormed.
$100.00
(731)885-7405

Murray Ledger & Times
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TRIPLEX for sale
great income, serious
inquines only Call and
leave message at
270-753-3966
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000 See listing
#27720 at
www.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545
.440
Lea For UM

MEDICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

•One order, One check,
One smart move! Same
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250 For
more information, con•New power wheelclassified
the
tact
scooters.
chairs,
department of this
Absolutely no cost to
newspaper or call KPS
you. Call toll free 1-8661-502-223-8821
346-4046
BUSINESS
SPORTING/SPORTSERVICES
ING GOODS
•Attention
Blossom,
*Cherry
Homeowners: Display
Georgetown, voted #1
homes wanted for vinyl
golf
access
public
siding, windows, roofs,
course of 2004-2005 by
d
kitchens. Guarantee
GolfWeek Magazine.
Financing! No paySection
KPGA
ments until January
host.
Championship
2007. Starting at $99
Memberships available.
month. Call 1-800-251502-570-9849 or visit
0843
our webstte www.cher$195, ryblossomgolf.com
*Divorce
Incorporato. $195.
TRUCK DRIVERS
Your alternative to
HELP WANTED
expensive legal fees! 10
7
1
1
3
0
3
0
80
Driving
Truck
Nil
ncd nsideconnect.net School.
$50,000year.
$75,000 first
EQUIPMENT
Training for: Werner,
FOR SALE
Swift, CR England.
Financing!
*Sawmills from only Student
$2,990. Convert your Tuition Reimbursement!
LOGS to valuable LUM- 100% job placement
BER with your own assistance: 1-800-883Norwood portable band 0171 A50
sawmill Log skidders
available. •Dnver- $1000 sign on
also
www norwoodindus- bonus for experienced
tnes.com- FREE infor- flatbed drivers. Home
$950+/
mation: 1-800-578-1363 weekendsweek. Great benefits &
Ext.: 300-N
equipment. Students
FOR RENT
w/CDL-A welcome. Call
•Find affordable rental PG7: 800-837-7748
on
housing
America's
.Driver
www.KyRents.org! Free Premier
Training
searching, free listings! Company! Company
the
by
Provided
Sponsored CDL training
Housing
Kentucky
in 3 1/2 weeks. Must be
Equal
Corporation.
21. Have CDL? Tuition
Housing Opportunity.
Reimbursement! CAST
800-553-2778.
HELP WANTED

READY to Move
4BR 3BA, large heated
garage, north of Murray
in Candlelite Estates
Many upgrades with
extra storage Pool &
attractive landscaping
Must see inside
759-9848
WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living,
3 bedroom, 2 baths.
paved streets & concrete dnves, 8 minutes
from Murray, no city
taxes, Landon Hills
Subdivision $105.000
$115,000 wigarage.
210-3781 or 559-2032

2004 Yamaha v-star
650 classic, 3,000
miles, very clean, drag
pipes. extended warranty. $4,500
(270)978-0891
2000 Sportster 883,
5,000 miles, $5,500
978-0505, 436-2051
1995 Suzuki GSX 600
Katana cafe style, good
condition, new battery.
$1.500 OBO
731-247-5909
Ulley

WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

Used Cars

98 Lincoln Townter
Like New. Light Blue
Grey Leather Seats
Garage Kept
40K miles

(270)759-8252
$6,900 Firm

OPEN HOUSES
Sun., Aug. 27 • 12:30-3 pm
.'

al *I LI
4161„,
286 CR()SSLAND RD. oft 94 W.
REDUCED TO $219,500 Owner relocating.
1.9
Many new features throughout home;
ears, 3 bedroom. 2 bath, living. family and
sunroorn. 1 car garage capecit.

278 CHARLEY MILLER RD.
$79,900
3 bedroom, I bath, unmatched value
(all Vidal %turn .11
ReahySeesices !)iint t. 1
701 %so. 12th SI. for dim-firms

761-571111

Knight
*DriverYour
TransportationNational
hometown
Garner' We did it again
We now offer runs you
can fit your home time
in. 888-346-4639, 4 ti,
18 mos exp no hairnet.
Owner
<>river,
Regional
Operators:
freight from Louisville.
average!
$1.25pm
Home often & weekends NOT forced dispatch Call Max at T&T!
1-800-511-0082.
<Myer Trainees! Learn
to drive for Covenant
Transport. 3 week training! 1700+/ week! 1800-249-8844.
•Dnvers: Class-A CDL
Local,
Drivers,
Immediate Openings in
Louisville
Georgetown Areas (2 yr
recent exp required)
866 - 2 70 - 266 5

Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger & limes

270-753-1916

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
www.abdrivers.com
coverings, siding.
•Drivers, earn over "FREE ESTIMATES"
$ 1 .000 /week. Call (270)753-1499 or
Experienced 07R CDL (731)247-5464
drivers needed, home jcrobertson0wk.net
often. Growing compaDIXON COMPUTER
ny. Calark 800-950CONNECTION
8326. www.calark.com
diipuier
•Drivers Run between
• or businc..
II
and
Kentucky
‘511 Per I
California. Vans and
270-227-1087
2006
Reefers.
,s,•ars tApericut
Benefits.
Peterbilts.
800-865-3074
•No Experience- No
Job? No problem!!! CDL
Training- Job placement. $740-$940 wk.
down.
money
No
Lodging, meals, transportation. Hiring in your
area today! 1-877-5543800
•07R drivers deserve
more pay! $.41/mi. 1
year experience. More
makes
experience
more! Hometime you
need! Great trucks!
Great miles! Heartland
1-800-441Express
4953. www.heartlandexpress.com

*Driver: Are you getting
a pay increase? Roehl
drivers have! Practical
route and Top 10 pay.
Up to $3,000 Sign on
bonus. Students and
0/0 welcome. Class-A
required. Call today! •RAM NATIONWIDE.
$1.04+
8 7 7 - 7 7 4 - 5 3 1 3 0/Ops up to
Surcharge. Company
WNW GoRoehl.com
up to $.37. Benefits. $0
-Licensed Life & Health •Dnver: Be home every Down lease- purchase.
1-2 Up to $3,000 signing
$
Agents to market full weekend!
portfolio of insurance times/wk. Earn up to bonus. CDL-A needed.
year! 1-800-837-0010
ext.
products including a $0 $50,000 first
Medicare Regional flatbed deify- 238.
Premium
Advantage plan with enes Class-A CDL & 6
•You deserve more!
Part-D. Unlimited quali- months tractor/ trailer
req'd. With BTC flatbed drivfied leads. Earn 75k to experience
Valley ers get home every
Management Wabash
125k.
Company
Inc. weekend!
tion,
Transporta
position also available
Drivers start up to
3
5
6
0
6
4
2
0
0
8
for the right candidate.
42cpm, 0/0's avg.
Call Larry or Steve 0 www.wvtonline.com
$1.58 all miles: CALL
666-224-8450 ext.5018. *Driver: Flatbed Small
8 00 - 2 38 - 680 3
Big pay. www.B7Cflat.com
•Medical Assistant and Company,
Starting up to 46CPM.
Receptionist for East
WANTED TO BUY
Guaranteed hometime.
Louisville family practhree weeks vacation.
tice office. Must have
purchase. Man wants to buy heavLease
excellent communica6 months expe- ily wooded tract of land
tion, organizational, and BC/BS,
suitable for hunting this
skills. rience required. 800muti-tasking
fall. Price must be reaKY-100
ext.
441-4271
Experience required.
sonable. Any area OK.
Fax resume to 502-243- •Dnver- Hiring Qualified
Call 1-270-929-6095.
8482.
Dnvers for OTR posigrade
Food
tions.
INSTRUCTIONAL
tanker, no hazmat, no
*Attend College Online
pumps. Great benefits,
from home 'Medical,
competitive pay & new
'Business. 'Paralegal,
equipment. Need 2
•
'Computers, 'Cnmtnal
years expenence. Call
t&M
Justice. Job placement
LAWN SERVICE
Bynum Transport for
Computer
Mowing Mulching
assistance.
your opportunity today.
Landscaping
provided. Financial aid
800-741-7950.
Satisfaction guaranteed
if qualified. Call 86EI*"crunt•
•sennir
858-2121
Call 753-1816
xy!ww.On neTidewater7
227-0611
ech.com

*High School Exchange
Students in need of host
families. Has own insurance and spending
money. Promotes world
American
peace!
Intercultural Exchange.
1 -800-SIBLING (1-8007 4 2 - 5 4 6 4 )
WWW.aise.com

Grand
2000 Jeep
loaded,
Cherokee.
$8,500 OBO 293-1727

614 acre lot in Misty
Meadows Subdivision
next to Oaks Country
Club $(25.000
227-5759

•Absolutely no cost to
you!! All Brand new
wheelchairs,
power
beds and
hospital
Immediate
scooters.
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to qualify.

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
in
'We Specialize
Cleaning'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
•Einck
'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
*We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Dnveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our specials!
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New ConstiRemodel/
or trouble. Lic, and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827

REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning
*Pressure Washing
*Gutters
*Painting
*Deck Resoration
14 years of service
293-5830
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
jobs,(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

G8.1 Nomebuilders
& Noe I.psics, Iniit;ons,
Drywall I hinting, Dens, Siang,
Prism Mesh*& &oh

FLOOR covenng
installer, 30 years exp.,
vinyl, carpet, laminate,
hardwood. All work
guaranteed. Insured,
serving Kentucky &
Tennessee.Residential,
Commercial,
Houseboats,
Recreational Vehicles,
Call David Cutler at
270-556-8658

IRRIGATION.
Problem solvers of
auto systems. Water
Doctors. 270-293-7878
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.
TRAVIS Asphalt
*Paving
•Sealcoating
(270)753-2279

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Aug. 25, 2006:
You have strength,direc4aiad
energy. Sometimes, this year,
you could be downright willful,
causing problems you might
prefer not to deal with. A move
or a change on the home front is
not out of the question. You
might decide that you need a
new setting or different lifestyle.
What is holding you back? The
important people in your life
will understand. If you are single, you might be a touch too
assertive for many. Of course,
we know this type of reaction is
unusual in your experience. You
might need to soften up. If you
are attached, a reorganization of
your schedule or a move might
be on tap. Learn to channel your
anger into positive understanding of personal dynamics.
SAGITTARIUS can annoy you:
your nerves could be fried from
dealing with this sign.

Fria Colon
FREE to a good home:
Male black lab mix,
great with children.
804-1275
1
"
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Blur
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others prove to be more
disruptive than you thought. How
y•Du'nicely pull back yet allow
your associations to stay intact?
If you succeed with this "mission" today, ultimately you will
gain. Take a walk and clear out
abundance of energy.
an
Tonight: Just wish upon a star.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Misunderstanding plagues
your decisions and actions. Be
wary of what you think is going
on, which might be quite different from what is actually going
on. Get physical in order to
release frustration, or center and
work through anger. Tonight:
How about a heart-to-heart talk?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Knowing where you are
heading is step number one.
Enlisting others in a project is
step ruknber two. Put a limit on
your spending. Otherwise, you
could be upset by your waning
funds. Take charge. Tonight:
Celebrate the weekend.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
The Stars Show the Kind of **** Others push to get you
they want.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; to do something ity,
but only

Assume responsibil
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
for what interests you. Your lead1 -Difficult
ership might be very important to
many, but ultimately it has to
ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
work for you. Tonight: Out late.
**** The quality of your work CAPRICORN (Dec. fl-Jan. 19)
293-4954 Affordable
1991 Dodge pickup
or how you live your life could be **** You could sabotage the
carpentry, decks, roofs,
Short wheel base with
under scrutiny. Don't be defen- best of ideas if you aren't careful.
Used Cars
goose neck hookup, sagging floors. Call
sive: rather, be willing to make The little voice in your head
Greg Collins.
automatic $700
positive changes. News could be works overtime. It would be bet96 Buick Century Very
731-247-5909
distorted. Check out the validity ter to detach and eye a situation
Lamb's
436-2867
clean, runs good, cold
of information before you act. as an outsider. Then you'll get
Professional Tree
air, good tires. $2,000
510
Tonight: Off for a workout.
Service Complete
your answers. Check out facts.
762-0287
Camas
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
removal, tnmming, etc
Tonight: Go for the different
***** Your creativity peaks,
Also Tractor work,
plans.
as does a tendency to be flirtaUsed bucks
1984 Casita 16 ft. fiber
tearing down buildings,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
one
loved
a
find
tious. You might
glass camper. Dee
hauling, gutter clean**** A partner is strong-willed
or associate put off by your and determined to have events
hunters special. Needs ing
2005 GMC Sierra /71
focus. Remember what is ulti- fall into place. You know what
some repair. $1,500.
ext. cab 5 3 liter
436-5141 A-AFFORDmately key to your life, and you you need and what works for
engine. 4x4 Loaded. Ph. 489-2816
ABLE Hauling. Clean
will be on cruise control. Tonight: you. It appears that so does a
35.500 miles. Call after
out garages, gutters.
No risking. please.
5PM 436-2794 or
specific partner (or so he thinks).
al Melon
lunk & tree work.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
293-0496
Bypass a meeting, which could
*** You have an inkling or a
be frustrating at best! Tonight:
492416811 ROOF
2004 1500 Dodge Ram
changes
major
make
boat.
to
desire
John
Lowe
16 ft.
REPAIRS. New
Be a duo.
4x4. Black, less than
it
some,
For
front.
motor,
on the home
40-HP. Nissan
Roofs, all types. 29
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
25,000 miles.
trolling motor & depth
could be rearranging furniture:
years experience. Call
**** Others could be combat293-7854
for others, a paint iob might be
finder $2,650.
Carters.
ive. You might be asking yourself
of you will
Some
docket.
978-2228
the
on
2003 Chevy Silverado
why you need to tolerate this
Removal
or
t
Stump
A-1
investmen
on
an
checking
be
ext. cab, 2WD, V8. LS
behavior. The truth is. you don't
insured
Fully
XL
Tonight:
201
property.
new
1995 Stratos
tnm, garage kept. 1
need to -- although you might
Pro 200HP Johnson, 437-3044
Homeward bound.
owner, like new. 27,xxx
decide to. A boss also could be
condition
22)
21-July
excellent
(June
CANCER
miles, $16.500
touchy. Tonight: Be thankful it is
906
the right
have
270-227-0
You
*****
753-6145
the weekend
\ MO •
If
moment.
right
the
for
words
\ 11\4.
1 \t
difficult,
work seems heavy or
490
BORN TODAY
you might want to focus on
Used Can
Used Can
Model Claudia Schiffer (1970),
another direction or postpone
conductor, composer Leonard
your efforts. Schedule meetings,
Bernstein (1918), actress Anne
return calls. Buzz around
Archer (1947)
2004 11\11V 330si WI) sedan. -.13-9341f • 9-fi-114114
Tonight: TGIF.
X-Dri‘v for all road
27.11111)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
*** Be careful where you
tantdilions. 4 ear/50.11011 Inhll. s
Internet at http://v/ww.lacqueYou
4NCE
I
PPLI
A
money.
your
down
plunk
Fatior GPS nmigation. 11111
linebigar.corn.
PARTS
REPAIR &
might see funds dissipate quick(c) 2006 by King Features
curtain airbags. Loaded. I (Inner.
risk is a no.
A
you
think.
than
er
HI'GHES
B.
CHAD
Syndicate Inc.
non-smoker. no et rucks. Purchased 221'1,416 FAPF1111
no, at least for today. A child or
,
.<1
s29,900
difficult
be
quite
one
could
loved
BMW
front Bluegrass
(2701 226-9398
Know when to distance yourself
(2701 442-8181
or
Tonight: Gather your bills.

n

1

753-5763

293-5019

COMICS/FEATURES
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the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark
DEAR ABBY: I'm 26 and
of Murray.
have never wanted children.
Charley Bazzell, son of Mr. Last year. however, two lines
and Mrs. Howard Bazzell, was
appeared on a pregnancy test
presented his Eagle Scout Badge, and 41 weeks later the girl
highest honor in Boy Scouting,
was born. I pleaded and begged
at a Court of Honor of Boy
my husband throughout the
Scout Troop 77 held at First
pregnancy to sign adoption
Christian Church.
papers with
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bizzell
He
me.
will be married 50 years Aug.
refused. He
28.
is in the mil40 years ago
and
itary
gone
Dr. Hugh L. Houston has
was
through
announced that the board of
most of the
directors of Houston-McDevitt
last seven
Clinic, Inc., has created the
months. We
position of executive director
now
of the clinic and has named
Dear Abby thousandslive
of
Arthur L. Bailey to the posimiles from
tion.
By Abigail
my family,
Murray Investors Corp. has
Van Buren
and I am
announced that Murray Holimiserable, stuck with a colday Inn would be increased to
icky baby who still doesn't sleep
100 units.
through the night.
Births reported include a girl
I find no joy, no pleasure
to Mr. and Mrs. Al Hewett.
Aug. 12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. and no love being a mother.
I can't sleep knowing I must
Wendell Wallace, Aug. 21.
wake up to a crying baby and
50 years ago
the same routine of feeding,
Dr. J.A. Outland, pioneer
diapers, baths and bottles. I
medical doctor of Calloway
have become more and more
County, died today at his home
detached from the girl and
in the Pottenown community.
have nothing to enjoy. ShowJohn Whizman, president of
Kentucky Junior Chamber of ers are short. Dinners are rushed
and usually cold. I can't even
Commerce, was the speaker at
enjoy a cup of toffee without
a meeting of the Murray Junior
looking over my shoulder to
Chamber of Commerce held at
see where the girl is. I don't
Triangle Inn.
want her to touch me, and 1
Mrs. James Mitchell presented a lesson on "Salad Making" can barely hide my revulsion
when I have to pick her up.
at a meeting of the Wadesboro
I am exhausted beyond
the
at
held
Club
Homemakers
belief, and my thoughts are
home of Mrs. Hansel Ezell.
turning darker every day. It's
not the girl's fault she was

Todayhillistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 24,
the 236th day of 2006. There are
129 days left in the year.
lbday's Highlight in History:
:Oh Aug. 24." 1992, Hurricane
Andrew smashed into Flonda, causing record damage; 55 deaths in
Florida, Louisiana and the Bahamas
were blamed on the storm.
On this date:
In A.D. 79,long-dormant Mount
Vesuvius erupted, burying the
Roman cities of Pompeii and Her-

Et Ack Et

SPRN6Y eierfRRY, Okla
RATTLE, SPItatJna6 BALLS,
MIRROte, pe*cos.

culaneum in volcanic ash. An estimated 20,000 people died.
In A.D. 410, Rome was overrun by the Visigoths, an event
that symbolized the fall of the West-

ern Roman Empire.
In 1572, the St. Bartholomew's
Day massacre of French Protestants at the hands of Catholics
began in Paris.
In 1814, British forces invaded Washington, setting fire to the
Capitol and the White House.
In 1932, Amelia Earhart
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born, but I can't help feeling
toward
this little person who more
and more resembles a block
of concrete on my feet.
We can't afford day care,
and we have no friends or
relatives remotely close by. I
can't stand to wake up much
longer, and these long stretches of crying have my nerves
shot and my hands itching to
shake the girl until she shuts
up. (I have never shaken her.)
I'm scared of my feelings.
What's wrong with me? Why
can't I love my child? Should
I put her in foster care? My
husband can't stand her, either,
but he's adamant that we keep
her. Yet I'm suffering, and so
is she. She deserves a mother who loves her. -- GOING
CRAZY IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR GOING CRAZY:
It is not a crime not to feel
maternal -- not everyone is.
In a case like yours, adoption
might have been the better
option. 1 wish you had included your name, address or a
phone number so I could have
contacted you directly. Because
you didn't, I can only recommend that before another day
goes by, you contact the doctor who delivered your daughter, or her pediatrician, and
repeat what you have told me.
You may be suffering from
post-partum depression, a hormonal condition that is treatable, and you may need a
respite from motherhood.
Once your chemistry is balanced again, consider making
a trip to visit your family for
a few weeks. If you leave the
baby with your husband, and
he must assume responsibility
embarked on a I9-hour flight from
for her care in your absence,
Los Angeles to Newark. N.J., makhe may begin to see the wising her the first woman to fly
dom of placing her with a
solo nonstop from coast to coast.
family who really wants her
In 1949, the North Atlantic
and is willing to accept the
Treaty went into effect.
responsibility that goes along
In 1954, the Communist Conwith having a baby. Please
trol Act went into effect, virtualwait.
don't
Party
Communist
the
outlawing
ly
•••
in the United States.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 17In 1968, France became the
year-old girl and a senior in
world's fifth thermonuclear power
high school this year. I don't
as it exploded a hydrogen bomb
in the South Pacific.
have many friends because I
have never been part of the
"in" crowd, so I am very grateful for the few true friends I
have. In particular, I appreciate my friendship with an older
man whom I met through my
local youth group. He has been
my friend and mentor throughout my high school years. and
I would like to do something
to show my appreciation for
his friendship.
What would be an appropriate way to thank him for
being my friend and role
0.,,aere.eti ceeer--model? -- THANKFUL FOR
FRIENDSHIP IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR THANKFUL: An
SOMEHOW
140W CAN
excellent way to show your
THEY
PEOPLE LIVE
appreciation would be to write
MANAGE
LIKE THIS?
him a letter telling him what
a difference his caring and
friendship have made in your
life during these important
years.
resentment and anger
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Rectal bleeding
a cause for concern

Accidental mother finds
no joy in being a parent

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of construction work on the Chestnut
Street expansion project. Workers are currently in the process
of laying new curbs along the
Widened street. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Amanda Conley of Murray
attended the high school section of Eastern Kentucky University's 61st annual Stephen
Collins Foster Music Camp this
summer at Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Honchul
were married for 25 years Aug.
7.
Westside Baptist Church will
have its annual Front Porch
Concert at 6 p.m. Aug. 25.
20 years ago
Enrolled in the local schools
for the 1986-87 year are 2,972
students in the Calloway County Schools and 1,294 students
in the Murray City Schools.
Published is a picture of Ernsteen Skinner, Aline Smith,
Archie Edmonds and Hinda
Grubbs at the Senior Citizens
cookout at the Willis Community Center. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Serving as officers of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club are Sabrina
Karraker and Gale Vinson, cochairs; Janis H. Hicks, vice chair;
Valerie Moms, secretary; and
Rita Ford, treasurer.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Sandra Stark with her senior Holstein that won the Showmanship Award in the Future Farmers of America Dairy Show at
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 63-year-old male in good
health and have an appropriate height-to-weight ratio.
About 30 years ago, I had a
four-day stay in a hospital
because of internal and external hemorrhoids; this
resulted in
the appropriate surgical procedure.
Ever
since then,
I've spotted
blood on the
Dr. Gott toilet
tissue.
That didn't
By
concern me
Dr. Peter Gott
greatly, as it
rwas a small amount and I
more or less ignored it. A few
years ago, the amount of this
blood has increased significantly. Occasionally there is
none, but usually there is. Yesterday, while having a bowel
movement, I squirted out about
a tablespoon of pure blood
with no accompanying stool.
I dare not wear light-colored trousers or shorts because
invariably I'll spot blood,
resulting in unsightly red stains
you know where.
I've mentioned this to my
doctor, and he isn't overly concerned about it. I am. The
inconvenience of appearance
aside, it seems to me this is
an ideal place for an infection to occur.
DEAR READER: I am less
concerned by the possibility
of infection than I am by the
extent of your rectal bleeding.
Ordinarily, anal infection is
particularly painful. Yours is
not.
I'm alarmed that your doctor "isn't overly concerned,"
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Neither side

Q6 3
•Q 3 2
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•J 4
+65
K 110 2
V9 87
•K J 6
7
1098*
•A987
•5 43 2
SOUTH
•AKQ 10987
•A 54
•A 5 4
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The bidding:

Now, my friend John, an inveterate pinochle player who never had a
kind word to say about bridge
though he understood the game —
was at the club one day, and there
weren't enough players for a
pinochle game. So he consented to
play bridge just for kicks.
On the very first deal, he picked

North
South West
East
3 NT
Pass
2+
I.
6+
Pass
Opening lead — two of clubs.
Pinochle is a crazy, mixed-up
at least to anyone not familgame
iar with it. Not only does the deck
contain 48 cards instead of 52, but
there are no cards lower than a nine.
What's more, there are two queens of
spades, two aces of hearts, and, in
an
fact, every card has a twin
identical twin, no less.
the
And, to add to the confusion,
cards rank in order from the ace
down to the nine, just as in bndge,
with one exception — the ten is
higher than the king!

up the South hand and got to six
spades. John is a pretty good cardplayer and saw right away that he
couldn't make 12 tricks es en though
he got a club lead and ruffed East's
ace. There simply was no sure entry
to dummy to cash the clubs.
But John thought that if he ran all

his trumps, the defenders might blunder and let him make the contract. So
he cashed the ace of spades. continued with the ten and was about to
play the king when East rudely interrupted and said, "It's my lead.- You
see, John had forgotten he was playing bridge, not pinochle, and that the
ten was not second in rank to thence.
But his inadvertent mistake
prosed to be just what the doctor
ordered. After winning the ten with
the jack, East was forced to return a
club or lead from one of his kings, so
John wound up making the slam.
Nowadays. John doesn't play
much pinochle anymore. You just
can't tear him away from the bridge
table!

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
c2001. KIna Feanres Syndicate Inc
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Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of
the new book "Live Longer.
Live Better" (Quill Driver
s,
ok
o
B
www.quilldriverbooks.com; 1800-605-7176).
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because rectal bleeding is
always a medical concern.
I urge you to insist that
your doctor refer you to a gastroenterologist or a surgeon for
a full exam and probably a
colon study. Don't delay.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Diverticular Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After
suffering for months with a
nasty case of jock itch, in desperation. I tried Vicks VapoRub.
and within three days the itching was gone and the skin began
to heal. I have been symptom-free for over two months.
Thank you for having an open
mind and using your column
as a forum for sharing this information.
DEAR READER: Most
cases of,"jock itch" (a brother to athletes' foot) are caused
by a fungal skin infection.
Ordinarily, over-the-counter
preparations or more expensive prescription lotions will
clear up the infection, but not
always. Therefore. VapoRub is
an appropriate option. Also, it
is cheap and safe.
I'd like once again to reiterate that I have no financial
interest or relation to the Vicks
company.
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'Worms' actually tasty treat

4

A B

By DAVID GERMAIN

AP Movie Writer
"How to Eat Fried
Worms" is a lot tastier than
its title implies.
This is a family film that
has it all, except, say, a
gazillion-dollar marketing
budget that might actually
get people to come see it.
The movie has victims
taking on bullies, something
we all can relate to. It's got
a parent-approved message of
tolerance and understanding
that's not too sappy for children to appreciate. It's got a
passel of goofy kids with
weird names and distinctive
faces whose idiosyncrasies
would make them fit right in
on any grade,school playground. It's got a good dose
of humor that's cute without
being overly sentimental.
And for the kid in all of
us clamoring to be yucked
out, it's got worms: gross
ones, icky ones, pan-fried
ones, microwaved ones. Even
worms cooked into an
omelet or blended into a
spinach-and-broccoli puree.
Adapting the screenplay
from Thomas Rockwell's
children's novel, writer-director Bob Dolman (a former
"WKRP in Cincinnati" and
"SCTV" writer who made
his directing debut with
2002's "The Banger Sisters")
maintains just the right playful tone throughout.
Dolman keeps things light
and nimble, letting his characters fret hard over their
little problems but never
allowing matters to lapse
into the hollow preaching of
an after-school special.
The well-chosen cast is
led by Luke Benward as
Billy, an I I -year-old Who
runs afoul of his class bully,
Joe (Adam Hicks), on the
first day at his new school.
Joe and his toadies load up
Billy's luna—Therrnos with
slimy worms, prompting an
act of defiance by the new
kid and a bet with his tormentors that he can eat 10
worms in a single day.
When the appointed day
arrives. Billy finds himself
saddled with his little brother
(the adorably mischievous Ty
Panitz). To baby-sit his
brother. Billy enlists the help
of gangly classmate Enka
(Hallie Kate Eisenberg), who
endears herself from her
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In this photo provided by New Line Productions, Luke
Benward stars as "Billy" in New Line Cinema's upcoming family release, "How To Eat Fried Worms."
"That's the guy you're
opening scene, when she
afraid of?" she asks her huscomes to Billy's aid and
band when she first sees the
unassumingly tells him,
pencil-neck geek Billy's dad
"Sorry I'm so tall."
had been worried about.
With a gang of kids on
The movie is full of tidhand bearing such nicknames
bits like that, phrases of wisas Plug, Twitch and Techno
dom that defuse unreasoning
Head, the daylong battle is
fears with simple, childlike
on, Billy and his churning
but resilient stomach gradual- insight — lines like "Boys
are so stupid," "Last Monday
ly chipping away at Joe's
seems like a long time ago,"
authority over his foot-soland "Puke has a mind of its
diers.
own."
Billy is a kid you can't
OK, that last one's just
help liking, Benward infusing
there to remind us that this
him with a rich mix of
movie has worms, and really
whiny sarcasm, church-mouse
gross ones. But if there's
apprehension and flashes of
insight to be had about
foolhardy boldness. The redpuke, that line sums it up as
headed, freckled Hicks is a
well as any other.
as
off
come
to
cute
too
bit
a really menacing bully, but
"How to Eat Fried
he and Benward develop an
Worms." a New Line release,
interesting rapport as antagois rated PG for mild bullynism slowly gives way to
ing and some crude humor.
traces of kinship and chumThree stars out of four.
miness.
The movie offers a satisfying little glimpse into the
trickle-down theory of bullying in which those on the
short-end of the stick look
for someone weaker to bully
• IN • Mt
OIMOV • MN Mr•
10
MI •
"
EP w
themselves.
It also effectively weaves
in a parallel story of adjustment at work for Billy's dad
(Tom Cavanagh), who drafts
his wife (Kimberly WilliamsPaisley) into helping him
cope with his own perceived
tormentor.
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